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Executive Summary
This report draws on qualitative case study research to evaluate the Office of the Compliance
Advisor Ombudsman (CAO) for the International Finance Corporation (IFC) and Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) (henceforth referred to as ‘CAO’), with respect to its
contribution to human rights remedy in cases where aggrieved communities or workers make
complaints to the CAO. 

The CAO is the recourse mechanism for projects supported by the IFC and MIGA. The CAO
has three separate functions:

Ombudsman/Dispute Resolution: a problem-solving / dispute resolution function –
working with affected communities or workers and the relevant company

Compliance: conducts audits/investigations of IFC / MIGA’s own decision making 

Advisor: provides advice to the IFC and MIGA about their policies in relation to envi-
ronmental and social sustainability based on lessons learnt from handling cases.

The CAO is available to receive complaints regarding any project in which IFC or MIGA have
financial involvement, including via supply chains. Any individual, group or representative may
make a complaint, provided they can demonstrate a connection to affected people.

The CAO does not consider itself a human rights remedy mechanism, instead presenting its
remedial capacities to complainants in the form of dispute resolution. However, human rights
are enshrined in the IFC Performance Standards, and many communities, workers and civil
society organisations approach the CAO as a human rights mechanism, despite the CAO’s self-
perception. It is also the only mechanism available to which complaints can be made about the
IFC or MIGA’s human rights impacts. There is therefore value in assessing the CAO’s contri-
bution to human rights remedy in its work. 

The complaints

Our research involved qualitative field-based case studies of two sets of complaints made to the
CAO, one about palm oil giant Wilmar, and one about PT Weda Bay Nickel mine, both in In-
donesia, and a desk-based study of a third case in the Indian tea sector.

Wilmar: These complaints pertained to inadequate protection of land rights, livelihood trans-
formations from forest-based to palm oil-dependent livelihoods, indigenous rights and, in one
case, violence and intimidation of communities. They led to two compliance audits of IFC that
found major non-compliances with IFC policy, and subsequently a World Bank Group frame-
work for investing in palm oil. Mediations were undertaken at three sites, and agreements
reached in two of those. The third collapsed when Wilmar sold its subsidiary plantation. The
communities who reached agreements are struggling to make use of the agreed smallholding
arrangements to improve their livelihoods.
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Weda Bay: A consortium of environmental Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) made
a complaint about the PT Weda Bay nickel mine in remote Halmahera on the basis that it would
have widespread negative environmental and social consequences that were not fully considered
or disclosed. In particular, two indigenous communities would be displaced. Affected commu-
nities were not willing to engage in an ombudsman-led problem-solving process because they
feared for their safety if they were identified as ‘anti-mine’. The compliance team declined to
conduct an audit, though our research found an audit could have generated positive impacts
on human rights violations taking place in relation to land acquisition.

Tea: In the Indian tea sector, a complaint was made to the CAO in 2013 by NGOs representing
workers suffering from labour rights violations in plantations in Assam. An assessment visit
found that workers were reluctant to be named out of fear of reprisals, and the dispute resolution
team eventually agreed to let NGOs (who were very well connected to workers) represent the
workers. However, the company declined to participate. The complaint was then referred to
the compliance team, where an investigation was already ongoing, having been instigated by
the CAO Vice-President.

It is important to recognise that these individual cases cannot be interpreted as representative
of the diverse array of cases handled by the CAO. This is particularly so given that the CAO’s
operational guidelines and practices have evolved during the time of this research, particularly
through new Operational Guidelines instigated after the Weda Bay and Wilmar cases. Where
relevant and possible, we provide updated information on current CAO practices, but our analy-
sis is anchored in our case studies. Furthermore, not all the CAO’s cases are as human-rights
centred as these ones (for example many focus on environmental concerns). Nonetheless, our
detailed investigation of these cases can shed useful light on the processes and mechanisms
through which the CAO operated at the time of this research, and this analysis generates insights
and questions of wider significance. 

The difference made by the CAO

In the Wilmar case, the CAO mediation processes were well regarded by participants in two of
the sites. However, the implementation of agreements was fraught with technical challenges
that community groups struggled to overcome, meaning that the human rights concerns related
to livelihood and poverty persist today. In the third site, Jambi, the CAO lost its leverage over
the case when Wilmar sold its subsidiary, demonstrating the inherent limitations of voluntary
processes. The communities in Jambi have been engaged in multiple conflicts with the company
since, and have not had their demands met.

The most significant positive impact of the Wilmar case arose from the compliance audit re-
leased in 2009, and subsequent World Bank Group framework for palm oil, and the major
changes in the way IFC screens palm oil projects for investment. The IFC has not made any in-
vestments in palm oil since the instigation of the framework in 2011. The IFC has also estab-
lished an Advisory Services program to work towards more systematic improvements in social
impacts of palm oil in Indonesia. However, at the time of writing, no results on the impacts of
this program were available.
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In Weda Bay, the CAO made no tangible difference to human rights issues. The ombudsman
was unable to adequately protect the community complainants in a way that made them feel
safe to participate and so no problem-solving process could take place. The compliance team
decided not to conduct an audit of MIGA's involvement in the mine because the mine was be-
cause the mine was in pre-construction phase and environmental and social assessments were
still ongoing. However, this decision was a lost opportunity to generate information about land
acquisition processes that were in violation of the IFC Performance Standards, and which would
have been a fait accompli by the time the impact assessments were finalised.  

In the Indian tea case, the inherent limitations of the voluntary nature of the dispute resolution
process were again demonstrated when tea plantation companies declined to participate in a
problem-solving process. The dispute resolution function thus had no tangible positive impact
on human rights in this case either. Furthermore, the engagement of the CAO in the case led
to unintended adverse impacts – beyond the control of the CAO – in the form of plantation
management harassment and intimidation of workers and NGOs believed to be associated with
the complaint. An investigation of the IFC’s investments in these tea companies was not yet
public at the time of writing.
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Factors influencing CAO effectiveness on human rights

Overall, the CAO ultimately made little tangible difference to human rights outcomes in these
cases. This is partly attributable to factors outside the CAO’s mandate and beyond the reach of
its leverage, but also to operational decisions within the control of the CAO and/or the
IFC/MIGA. This suggests there is some potential for the CAO to make a greater contribution
to human rights remedy in its work. Though there was a lack of identifiable positive impact in
the cases we studied, it is our assessment that, under certain circumstances, the general orien-
tation and conduct of the CAO makes it one of the most promising of all available non-judicial
grievance mechanisms at helping communities in meaningful ways. The CAO could become
more effective at providing human rights remedy for people affected by IFC/MIGA supported
projects if some changes are made to its operations and mandate in line with the lessons raised
in this report, and if communities and workers who use the CAO do so with clear information
about its limitations, and strong civil society support.

Factors positively affecting human rights outcomes

Our research found that certain aspects of the CAO’s operational guidelines and general orien-
tation to complaints and social sustainability within the IFC/MIGA had significant potential
to improve human rights outcomes, even though these were not always evident in the cases we
studied. These included:

Accessibility: The CAO’s eligibility criteria and operational guidelines make it highly accessible.
This is commendable and many of these guidelines should be widely replicated in other griev-
ance mechanisms. Accessibility, however, is often highly dependent on NGO support. Though
vulnerable groups are well served by the CAO’s mandate to instigate compliance processes in
the absence of a complaint, the CAO could further improve accessibility for these groups by al-
lowing NGOs to bring cases on their behalf without having to demonstrate a connection to
communities (NGOs may be required to make a case for this exception and subsequent steps
would need to be taken to ensure legitimacy). 

Resourcing and professional practices: The CAO has a staff of highly qualified and experienced
personnel, a network of local mediators and other experts to complement Washington-based
staff, reflexive and consultative work practices, and high levels of resourcing that all contribute
to its effective functioning.

Influence within the IFC/MIGA: The balance between institutional independence and influence
in the CAO’s position vis-à-vis the IFC/MIGA has led to significant influence in some cases in
the IFC’s operations, though there is room for improvement in the IFC/MIGA’s responses to
CAO work.

Opportunities for enhanced operations

Our research also found that CAO’s effectiveness in leading to human rights remedy could be
enhanced with some changes to its operations. Many of these recommendations amount to a
deepening and enhancement of the CAO’s existing orientation to various operational matters,
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as expressed in its Operational Guidelines. Others would require changes to Operational Guide-
lines and/or the CAO’s mandate, as conferred by the World Bank Group. Users of the CAO can
also learn from these lessons to make better use of the CAO to advance human rights outcomes.

Problem-solving versus human rights compliance

Problem solving as a mode of addressing human rights grievances can have some value in its re-
medial flexibility, for example by providing livelihoods, but it should not be conflated with human
rights remedy. It does not, in practice, hold human rights as minimum standards in agreements
and is better understood as a bargaining process. The CAO does not conceive of itself as a human
rights mechanism, and should continue to work to manage expectations in this respect.

Remedies and their implementation

Though some solutions can be provided in problem-solving cases, these cases suggest those so-
lutions can easily fall short of remedying the human rights harm, or positioning the affected com-
munity complainants to enjoy a secure livelihood and culture. There is potential to improve
human rights compliance in problem-solving processes, and some changes in CAO operations
could address this issue. The practical implications for this for problem-solving mechanisms are:

More consideration needs to be given to minimum standards for ‘solutions’ or ‘agree-1
ments’ so they comply with human rights norms. The CAO might consider introducing
human rights standards as starting points for negotiations, and compliance checks on
agreements to ensure they meet both the IFC Performance Standards and human rights
norms. 

More attention is needed to the long-term implementation of such agreements, and2
support for communities to make good use of them. In the Wilmar case this did not
take place, but the CAO has provided this kind of support in other cases and should do
so more often. Recent innovations in the IFC in the form of Project Level Action Plans
show some promise here in extending the outcomes of CAO compliance work beyond
internal changes in IFC/MIGA and more directly addressing the need for remedy.

For civil society and communities, the implications are:

Complainants should be proactive in any negotiations to propose minimum standards1
that are more likely to protect their rights, and to propose a compliance check on any
agreements. Communities and their supporters should also try to ‘build in’ to any agree-
ments long-term support for the implementation of remedies, and the possibility of
renegotiation if the underlying grievances and/or human rights issues are not ade-
quately resolved by the agreement. 

Balancing power between parties

If problem-solving is deemed the best possible avenue for addressing human rights issues (for
pragmatic reasons) balancing of power between parties is crucial, but is currently inadequate



in CAO processes. The CAO is committed to both impartiality and to balancing power between
parties in dispute resolution to facilitate fair outcomes. However, competing interpretations of
impartiality influence the CAO’s operational decisions with respect to the two dimensions of
power we focus on in this report: capacity and leverage. Impartiality can be interpreted variously
as ‘having no position’, ‘being outside the dispute’, ‘being free from bias’ or being ‘fair’, meaning
ensuring no undue advantage or disadvantage to either party. In our case studies, the CAO dis-
pute resolution function privileged interpretations that relate to being ‘outside’ the dispute,
while also trying to attend to interpretations that emphasise fairness and a freedom from bias
or disadvantage. The imperative to keep companies engaged – an inherent part of the logic of
a problem-solving approach – meant that approaches to capacity building and leverage erred
on the side of ‘being outside the dispute’ and efforts to address power imbalances fell short. 

Some more significant changes in the CAO’s approach could start to address this issue. The
practical implications of this for the CAO are that:

More investment is required to equalise capacity of parties not only with respect to1
knowledge and skills relevant to the process of mediation (or other problem-solving
processes), but also with respect to other needs that arise during mediation, such as
technical skills and knowledge. The CAO could consider providing more direct capacity
building for communities, and/or support and resources for civil society groups to con-
duct this difficult work. 

More needs to be done to equalise leverage between parties in negotiations. Though2
many of the structural disadvantages communities face against businesses cannot be di-
rectly resolved, steps can be taken to mitigate this imbalance in leverage in problem-
solving processes. Some possibilities for doing this (some of which have been used by
the CAO in some cases) include using standards and forms of evidence that favour com-
munities to mitigate the current privileging of companies in legal and scientific forms
of evidence; mitigating the vulnerability of communities by providing for their livelihood
during problem-solving processes and taking all possible steps to ensure their safety;
supporting communities to continually deal with internal disagreement and conflict so
it cannot be used to divide them; allowing community and civil society mobilisation if
the company is not meaningfully engaging in the process; and allowing NGOs to repre-
sent communities under certain circumstances.

For civil society and communities, the implications are twofold:

One of the most important roles civil society organisations can play is in the building1
of capacity for communities to make a complaint, navigate it, and then make use of any
agreements through an implementation phase. 

Strategic consideration needs to be given to ways to equalise leverage within negotiation2
processes. Learning from the experiences of groups have gone through mediation is
critical. 
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Making more use of compliance

The compliance function is currently extremely limited in its impact on human rights remedy,
but this need not be the case. Our research generated six lessons about the use of the compliance
function in the CAO: 

The impact of compliance investigations on human rights remedy could be enhanced1
by a greater willingness to conduct investigations, particularly in the early stages of
projects, and particularly where land acquisition is at stake. This is possible within ex-
isting Operational Guidelines, partly via a more generous interpretation of what counts
as ‘significant social or environmental’ impact.

The CAO should continue to monitor the IFC/MIGA’s responses to compliance inves-2
tigations, and identify and utilise relationships and avenues of influence to encourage
stronger responses.

The CAO’s current jurisdiction over project proponents is too limited. Where compa-3
nies don’t engage in voluntary problem-solving through the dispute resolution function,
there should be an option for them to be investigated directly by the compliance func-
tion. This would require an extension of the CAO’s mandate.

Participatory project-level action plans as required responses to investigations (of both4
the IFC/MIGA and project proponents) could increase the impact of investigations on
remedy. This would require changes in IFC/MIGA responsibilities. 

Closer linking of compliance investigations with dispute resolution processes could in-5
crease the impact of investigations on remedy. This is theoretically possible within ex-
isting CAO Operational Guidelines, but would be a departure from usual practice. 

A compliance investigation, and not just a compliance appraisal, should be triggered if6
safety concerns are the reason a dispute resolution process cannot be established or
fails. This could be formalised in a change to the CAO Operational Guidelines, but is
possible within existing Guidelines.

Impact on broader human rights fulfilment

Finally, there is some potential for the CAO to link local cases to systemic issues and advance
systemic change on the human rights issues that arise in its caseload. However, this potential is
highly contingent on relationships between all stakeholders, especially government, and on the
willingness of the CAO to use those relationships to advocate for more programmatic responses
to key issues. There are at least three practical implications of this for the CAO:

The CAO should continue to invest, as it already does to an extent, in building rela-1
tionships with local mediators and civil society groups. A combination of formalised
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structures for these relationships (such as the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO)), and informal networks, would enhance possibilities for translating lessons
from individual cases to efforts to change sector-wide business practices and laws where
necessary. 

The CAO should continue to encourage the IFC, MIGA and World Bank Group to ad-2
dress the underlying drivers of human rights harms. The IFC Advisory Program on
palm oil is a potentially good example of how this could work, although evidence of its
impacts is not yet available.

The CAO could engage its advisory function more regularly, and engage more actively3
in civil society discussions about human rights issues, in addition to focussing on dis-
pute resolution and directing advisory lessons predominantly inward to the IFC/MIGA.

For civil society and communities, the implications are that it is important to maintain and
strengthen networks. Stronger networks can facilitate greater learning and advice sharing be-
tween communities engaged in grievances, and greater use of individual cases to advance bigger
issues where appropriate. 

Inherent limitations in addressing human rights harms

Our research also found that some fundamental conditions of the CAO’s operation generate
significant limitations to its impact, but are beyond the control of the CAO. Specifically, lacking
coercive powers, the CAO’s leverage to bring about changes in business behaviour is heavily
constrained by market conditions. This may partly explain an apparent reluctance on the part
of the IFC/MIGA to draw on CAO work to exercise any more punitive forms of leverage for
fear that it will drive businesses toward less demanding financiers. If a company chooses to dis-
associate from the IFC/MIGA (by selling subsidiaries or pre-paying loans), the CAO’s leverage
is inherently limited.
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Introduction
This report evaluates the CAO’s contribution to human rights remedy in cases where aggrieved
communities or workers make complaints to the CAO, the recourse mechanism for projects
supported by the IFC and MIGA. The CAO does not consider itself a human rights remedy
mechanism, instead presenting its remedial capacities to complainants in the form of dispute
resolution. However, human rights are enshrined in the IFC Performance Standards, and many
communities, workers and civil society organisations approach the CAO as a human rights
mechanism, despite the CAO’s self-perception. It is also the only mechanism available to which
complaints can be made about the IFC or MIGA’s human rights impacts. There is therefore
value in assessing the CAO’s contribution to human rights remedy in its work. 

This report draws on qualitative case research to provide an analysis of the CAO’s impact on
human rights remedy. The report finds that certain aspects of the CAO’s Operational Guidelines
and general orientation to complaints and social sustainability within the IFC/MIGA have sig-
nificant potential to improve human rights outcomes, even though these were not always evident
in the cases we studied. Our research also found that the CAO’s effectiveness in leading to
human rights remedy could be enhanced with some changes to its operations and mandate.
Users of the CAO can also learn from these lessons to make better use of the CAO to advance
human rights outcomes. Finally, our research also demonstrates the extent to which the effec-
tiveness of a voluntary mechanism is dependent upon a company that is willing to cooperate
and that demonstrates a commitment to resolving a problem (or better, remedying human rights
harms). We suggest that the CAO’s compliance function could be expanded to include not only
the IFC/MIGA’s compliance with the IFC Performance Standards, but also the project propo-
nent’s compliance, and this could provide a ‘back-up’ opportunity for complainants to have
human rights issues addressed if a dispute resolution process is not successful. 

Major lessons emerging form this report are that the CAO is not (and does not conceive of itself
as) a human rights remedy mechanism so much as a problem-solving one; that problem-solving
processes need to do more to balance power to make them effective as human rights tools; and
that the CAO has potential to engage more to translate lessons from individual cases to con-
tribute to broader human rights fulfilment. 

Methodology
This report is part of a series based on the findings of a three-year Australian Research Council
Linkage Project analysing the effectiveness of non-judicial redress mechanisms in responding
to human rights concerns in which transnational business activity is involved. We adopt a broad
definition of non-judicial grievance mechanisms, namely, those that are mandated to receive
complaints, but are not empowered to produce legally binding adjudications.

Our research has sought to shed light on the range of factors that contribute to greater or lesser
effectiveness and legitimacy in the functioning of transnational grievance-handling systems.
A key objective of the project is to develop recommendations regarding how non-judicial forms
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of redress can better support communities who are adversely impacted by business operations
to access justice and have their human rights respected. These recommendations are primarily
aimed at those who participate in these mechanisms, including businesses, affected communi-
ties and civil society organisations, as well as staff and other members or stakeholders of griev-
ance-handling mechanisms themselves.

Field research for the project as a whole has focused on human rights grievances in the garment
and footwear, agribusiness and extractives sectors, with case studies for each sector drawn from
two jurisdictions: India and Indonesia. 10 case study reports examine specific human rights
grievances experienced by communities and workers and the strategies employed in their at-
tempts to gain redress in the context of these specific sectors and regulatory environments. Five
mechanism reports in this series have been developed to provide a better understanding of the
effectiveness of individual non-judicial human rights mechanisms governing transnational
business. In addition to these individual case-study and mechanism reports, the project’s overall
findings are presented in four cross-cutting reports which provide broader comparative analyses
across the various case studies we examined.

This case study is the companion to three other reports in this series, Wilmar and Palm Oil
Grievances The Promise and Pitfalls of Problem Solving, Case Study of the CAO’s Approach to the
PT Weda Bay Nickel Mine Complaint, and Human Rights Grievance-Handling in the Indian Tea
Sector, all of which explore the cases in more detail, including the ways in which the CAO com-
plaints interacted with complaints to other mechanisms within broader systems of remedy. Our
analysis of the CAO is based on desk-based research into the mechanism, two field-based case
studies (Wilmar and Weda Bay), and one desk-based case study in the Indian tea sector.

The case studies here were selected for a number of reasons. Wilmar has been one of the most
significant cases in the region to go through a CAO process, with three complaints and two
compliance processes that had significant effects within World Bank Group policy. This proved
to be a complex and protracted case, and involved significant interactions with another griev-
ance handling mechanism that we also analyse as part of this series of reports: the RSPO. Fo-
cusing on this case thus also enabled us to analyse interactions between mechanisms, and to
study the dynamics of dispute management as they evolve over time.

Weda Bay was chosen because it provided us with a case of a complaint to the CAO that had
recently been concluded at the time of our research. This enabled us to access all stakeholders
and draw on their recent memory of the case, as well as to evaluate its early effects on the human
rights grievances. It was one of only a small handful of cases in the Indonesian extractives sector
that had made complaints to transnational, non-judicial grievance mechanisms. It was also a
case in which we were able to gain access to all stakeholders with the assistance, initially, of In-
donesian NGO and CAO complainant in this case, Walhi, and later of other groups involved in
the process, which was crucial for the research. 

Tea was chosen because it illustrated the multiple barriers to accessing transnational non-judicial
grievance handling mechanisms for marginalized workers and communities, and the rare con-
ditions under which such access can be possible. The CAO complaint about tea took place after
our field research in the sector, and so our analysis of the CAO complaint specifically is limited
in this respect.



For the Wilmar case, we conducted field visits to the Indonesian Province of Jambi, and over
60 interviews and focus groups with over 130 people', including members of affected commu-
nities, Wilmar and its subsidiaries, civil society organisations, local government, the CAO and
the RSPO. For the Weda Bay case, we conducted a field visit to North Maluku in mid 2013, and
over 35 interviews or focus groups with over 60 people, including staff of PT Weda Bay Nickel,
affected villagers who have accepted the compensation package offered at the time, and villagers
who were against it, village heads of Lelilef Woebulen, Lelilef Sawai and Gemaf, government
officials at the Regency, Provincial and National Levels, and activists and NGO staff who were
protesting against the project. In both cases we were accompanied and supported by Indonesian
researchers who also conducted interpretation where necessary. In the tea case, our field re-
search did not focus on the CAO case, as it had not taken place at that time. However, our
broader research in the tea sector entailed interviews carried out with a wide range of stake-
holders, including government officials, plantation owners and managers, union representatives,
NGO officials, and tea workers. 41 interviews and focus groups including 110 individuals took
place in 2012 and 2013. Furthermore, a series of phone interviews were undertaken with the
key NGO stakeholders involved in the CAO complaint about tea. In addition, for each of these
cases, information is drawn from relevant secondary research, including online media articles,
civil society organisations and company websites. 

The scope of our research on the CAO is limited in several ways. Firstly, these cases cannot be in-
terpreted as representative of the diverse array of cases handled by the CAO. This is particularly so
given that the CAO’s Operational Guidelines and practices have evolved during this time. Nonethe-
less, our detailed investigation of these cases can shed useful light on the processes and mechanisms
through which the CAO operates, generating insights and questions of wider significance. 

Secondly, the field research for this report was primarily conducted between 2011 and 2013, and
the analysis applies primarily to this period, though we do comment on developments since then
where possible and appropriate. This is notable insofar as the bulk of the analysis here reflects
the CAO’s Operations under the 2007 CAO Operational Guidelines, which were updated in 2013.
We have noted changes and improvements in the 2013 Operational Guidelines where relevant. 

Thirdly, our field research had limitations of time and resources that impacted upon access and
scope. These are described in detail in each of the case study reports. Notably, our research was
unable to adequately reflect the experiences of women with the CAO due to a combination of
limited resources and the existing gender dynamics among our research participants. Women
are not directly involved in the community leadership groups we interviewed in any of the cases
(including tea, where women are the primary affected workers), and it was difficult for us, with
limited time and resources, to find other ways to gather the views of women at the community
and worker level. Notably, and again across all cases, business and government participants in
this research were also predominantly men, as it was mostly men who occupied the positions
relevant to the study. In-depth research into the experiences of women with the CAO stands
out as one of the most important areas in need of urgent future research.

Some quotations and sources of information have been kept confidential at the request of the
research participants.
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Background: The CAO

Throughout the 1990s, the World Bank Group and other International Financial Institutions
(IFIs) were targets of sustained criticism by civil society organisations due to their perceived
complicity in social and environmental harms associated with development projects they fi-
nanced. Following the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, the World Bank Group established
the first Independent Accountability mechanism, the World Bank Inspection Panel, in 1993. In-
spection Panels and similar mechanisms designed for ‘citizen-driven accountability for sustain-
able development’ became the norm amongst multilateral development banks (World Bank
Inspection Panel et al 2012), each seeking to increase accountability to stakeholders whilst re-
taining the Bank’s focus on industrialisation and export-led economic growth (Fox and Brown
1998, p.11). The CAO was formed in 1999 and became operational in 2000, providing problem-
solving processes in addition to investigation of its own institution’s compliance with applicable
IFC/MIGA environmental and social policies.1 The CAO articulates its missions as “to serve as
a fair, trusted, and effective independent recourse mechanism and to improve the environmental
and social accountability of IFC and MIGA” (CAO 2015b), and its Operational Guidelines out-
lines its mandate as to “[a]ddress complaints from people affected by IFC/MIGA projects (or
projects in which those organisations play a role) in a manner that is fair, objective, and equitable;
and enhance the environmental and social outcomes of IFC/MIGA projects (or projects in which
those organisations play a role)” (CAO 2013b, p.3). It goes on to clarify that “In executing this
mandate, the CAO process provides communities and individuals with access to a grievance
mechanism that offers redress for negative environmental and/or social impacts associated with
IFC/MIGA projects. This includes impacts related to business and human rights in the context
of the IFC Policy and Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability” (CAO
2013b, p.3). The CAO is clear that it is not a human rights remedy mechanism. 

The CAO is the recourse mechanism for projects supported by the IFC and MIGA. The CAO
has three separate functions:

Ombudsman/Dispute Resolution: a problem-solving / dispute resolution function –
working with affected communities or workers and the relevant company2

Compliance: conducts audits/investigations of IFC / MIGA’s own decision making3

Advisor: provides advice to the IFC and MIGA about their policies in relation to envi-
ronmental and social sustainability based on lessons learnt from handling cases.

1 See Appendix 1 for more information on the IFC Performance Standards, instigated in 2006 and forming the core of
current IFC and MIGA policy in this area.
2 The name of this function changed from ‘Ombudsman’ to ‘Dispute Resolution’ in the 2013 CAO Operational Guide-
lines. Where we use the term ‘Ombudsman’ in this report, it refers to operations that took place under the preceding
2007 Operational Guidelines. Where the use of the term is not specific to any particular case, the term ‘dispute resolu-
tion’ is used to reflect current terminology. We also use the term ‘problem solving’ to refer broadly to the kinds of
processes offered by this function across all iterations of the Operational Guidelines.
3 The term ‘audit’ was used prior to the 2013 CAO Operational Guidelines, where it changed to ‘investigation’. Where
we use the term ‘audit’ in this report, it refers to operations that took place under the preceding 2007 Operational Guide-
lines. Where we use the term ‘investigation’, it refers to formal operations that took place under the 2013 CAO Opera-
tional Guidelines. Where the use of the term is not specific to any particular case, the term ‘investigation’ is used to reflect
current terminology.



The CAO accepts complaints in any form, and any language, and assesses eligibility based on IFC
/ MIGA involvement in the relevant project, the presence of social or environmental risks, and
some link to affected communities. If eligible, further assessment takes place to determine feasi-
bility of resolving problems, and this can involve field visits. Dispute resolution experts will talk
with all stakeholders and determine amenability to dispute resolution. If everyone is amenable,
the dispute resolution team facilitates a process. Various kinds of processes can be used, but this
usually takes place through mediation, and sometimes involves fact-finding.4 The CAO monitors
the case until any agreement is implemented. This can take anywhere from months to years.

If parties are not amenable to problem solving, if problem solving fails, or if there are additional
concerns about IFC or MIGA’s involvement even after an agreement has been reached between
stakeholders, a case is transferred to compliance. The compliance team, consisting of CAO and
external consultants, will investigate IFC / MIGA’s processes in relation to compliance with IFC
Performance Standards (see Appendix 1) using desk based research and field trips, and issue a
report to IFC / MIGA. It is up to IFC / MIGA how they respond. The CAO will monitor until
compliance is achieved. Compliance appraisals can also be triggered by the CAO Vice President,
IFC/MIGA Senior management, or the World Bank President if they receive information of con-
cern. There is no possibility of a compliance investigation of the private sector actor with IFC or
any other standards, unless that is agreed to by all parties as part of a dispute resolution process.

The advisory function is currently triggered at the discretion of the CAO Vice President in re-
sponse to a request from the IFC / MIGA or the President of the World Bank Group, or as part
of regular CAO work. The decision to conduct an advisory project is determined by the extent
to which an issue reflects systemic social and environmental issues arising from the CAO case-
load. Most advisory work to date has been triggered internally, rather than by IFC, MIGA or
World Bank management. At the time of this research, advisory teams were assembled for par-
ticular tasks, for example to provide input into review of IFC Performance Standards, or the
IFC Extractive Industries Review (CAO 2003, 2010).5 Since then, two permanent advisory staff
have been appointed, and the CAO continues to draw on the expertise of consultants. Further
details on the CAO can be found in Table 1.
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Jurisdiction /
eligibility

Eligibility is determined by IFC / MIGA involvement in the relevant project, the pres-
ence of social or environmental risks, and some link to affected communities.

Note the dispute resolution process is voluntary, and the compliance process can
only investigate the IFC/MIGA, not the project proponent. 

Available
remedies

The CAO is officially neutral with respect to whether or not projects continue, but its
available tools are limited to those that improve, rather than stop a particular business
practice. Within these limits, the CAO has an open minded and flexible approach to
available remedies – anything is possible if all parties agree. This includes the possi-
bility of making agreements legally binding, but this is not a necessary outcome.

The CAO has no power to stop a project, nor to demand the IFC/MIGA withdraw
their support from a project. 

The CAO has no formal mandate to pursue social or environmental issues beyond the
case-level and outside of the IFC/MIGA, though it sometimes does this informally if
opportunity arises. Within the IFC/MIGA, the advisory function translates lessons
learnt from cases to advice and learning for the Institution.

Monitoring
and
enforcement

The CAO monitors all cases until agreements made through dispute resolution
processes are fully implemented, sometimes monitoring for a number of years. In
cases where non-compliances are found within the IFC/MIGA in a compliance in-
vestigation the CAO also monitors the IFC/MIGA until it is compliant. Monitoring
takes place through a range of mechanisms, both formal and informal.

Governance
Structure

The CAO is independent from the IFC/MIGA, reporting directly to the World Bank
President, in order to maintain its independence. It also has a series of practices in
place to maintain links with IFC/MIGA to ensure lessons from its cases lead to in-
stitutional change. 

Scope
The case load of the CAO has increased year by year, and is now almost ten times
what it was in its first year (CAO 2015b, p.6). The CAO handles more cases than any
other independent accountability mechanism at any other development bank, export
credit agency or multi-lateral development agency.

Table 1: Summary of the CAO as a grievance mechanism
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Case load

The case load of the CAO is higher than that of any other IFI Independent Accountability Mech-
anism, handling 63 cases in the fiscal year 2014-2015.6 The CAO case load has increased at a steady
rate over its 15 years of operation, including through handling more ‘complex cases’. See figure 1.

Figure 1: Case load of the CAO, 2000–2015 (CAO 2015b)

6 Of these, 16 were new and 47 carried over. By comparison, the most recent annual figures available for other inde-
pendent accountability mechanisms are significantly lower. The World Bank Inspection Panel received nine in 2015
(World Bank Inspection Panel 2015), the African Development Bank Independent Review Mechanism received three
in 2014 (the last available figures) (African Development Bank 2014), the Asian Development Bank Accountability
Mechanism received one in 2015 (Asian Development Bank 2016), the European Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment Project Complaints Mechanism received three in 2015 (European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-
ment 2015), and the Inter-American Development Bank Independent Consultation and Investigation Mechanism
received 12 in 2015 (Inter-American Development Bank Independent Consultation and Investigation Mechanism
2016). (Note years may be fiscal or calendar)

The cases are filed from all regions of the world, across a number of sectors with more cases from
resource-intensive sectors such as extractives, infrastructure and agribusiness (CAO 2015b).
Complaints address a broad range of social and environmental issues, with policy compliance,
stakeholder engagement and economic displacement being the most common (CAO 2015b). 



Relevant cases from our research

Three cases from our research project involved the CAO, and with two of these cases (Wilmar
and Weda Bay) we conducted in-depth research into the CAO process. This qualitative field
research enabled us to better understand the operation of the CAO in these cases, and these
case studies raise important questions about CAO operation, design and policy. However, as
outlined above, these cases should not be read as representative of all CAO cases. 

Wilmar
Wilmar is one of the world’s biggest palm oil companies and has been the target of three com-
plaints to the CAO, among other non-judicial mechanisms. These complaints pertained to in-
adequate protection of land rights, livelihood transformations from forest-based to palm oil
dependent livelihoods, indigenous rights and, in one case, violence and intimidation of com-
munities. The case was initially filed by an alliance of more than 20 Indonesian and international
NGOs and sought to have the CAO address operations in all Wilmar’s plantations (including
subsidiaries). Ombudsman assessment processes led to problem-solving processes in only three
sites: Riau, Jambi (Sumatra) and Sambas (West Kalimantan). The Riau and Sambas complaints
led to agreements between companies and communities that entailed different combinations
of cash compensation, return of some land (either still forested or cleared of forest but not yet
planted with palm), and smallholder arrangements called ‘plasma’ where communities maintain
areas planted with palm, harvest fruit and sell it to the company. Though communities were
happy with these agreements at the time, none of them have been able to make a success of
their plasma arrangements due to capacity deficits. In Jambi, six different community groups
started mediations. Four withdrew, primarily because of internal community disputes, and two
persisted until the mediations collapsed when Wilmar sold its subsidiary. In addition to these
ombudsman processes, two compliance audits found failings in the IFC’s investments in the
sector, and led to a moratorium on palm oil investment and then a new Framework for the
IFC’s investment in the sector. This case has been highlighted in a 2015 CAO Advisory report
on land (CAO 2015c). For more details on this case, see the Wilmar report in this series.  

Weda Bay
The PT Weda Bay Nickel project is a mining concession that covers a significant proportion of
Halmahera Island in the Indonesian province of North Maluku in the Maluku islands, and en-
joyed insurance from MIGA at the time of our research. In 2010, a complaint was made to the
CAO by Walhi, Mining Advocacy Network (JATAM), Anti-Debt Coalition (KAU), and Peoples’
Coalition for Fisheries Justice (KIARA) on behalf of affected communities. This complaint al-
leged that PT Weda Bay Nickel was in violation of all eight IFC Performance Standards. The
complaint argued that the project would have widespread negative environmental and social
consequences that were not fully considered or disclosed in the government-required assess-
ment of social and environmental risks (AMDAL). In particular, in relation to social risks, the
complaint argued that PT Weda Bay Nickel had not taken seriously the risk of displacement of
and impacts on the Tobelo Dalam forest people in their assessments. Our research also found
that another group of affected people - three seaside villages of Sawai people – were also already
being negatively affected, and that the company failed to attain free, prior and informed consent
or conduct meaningful consultation before the relinquishment of community land rights. Our
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research also found that the compensation package on offer to affected people failed to meet a
number of international norms and standards regarding compensation. The CAO conducted
an assessment in this case but no problem-solving process was established for three reasons.
Firstly, the ombudsman team was unable to guarantee the safety of community members for a
mediation; secondly, though the ombudsman offered alternative problem-solving process, the
communities did not understand them sufficiently to judge their utility; and thirdly, as a result
of living in an environment of fear and intimidation, communities did not trust the CAO’s in-
dependence. The compliance team chose not to conduct a compliance audit, instead hoping
that impact assessments would address breaches of IFC Performance Standards.

Tea
In the Indian tea sector, there were two loosely connected complaints, one to the IFC and one
to CAO that occurred between 2011 and 2013. These involved separate complaints from sepa-
rate parties, though both related to plantations managed by the company Amalgamated Plan-
tations Private Limited (APPL)—a large Indian tea producing company which had received an
equity investment of $7.8 million from the IFC (Agarwal 2014). The complaints directly to the
IFC related to incidents on two separate plantations, the first being the collapse of a pregnant
woman who was denied maternity leave in 2009, and the second being the death of a spray
worker who was denied sick leave and medical attention. Both cases were followed, at the time,
by major trade-union supported labour disputes involving variously lockouts, suspension of
workers, protests, arrests, and confrontations with the police leading to injuries and two men
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Trucks operating in the palm oil plantation areas of Jambi province, Indonesia. Photo: Samantha Balaton-Chrimes



shot dead by police. A complaint was brought in 2011 to the IFC’s Environmental and Social
Development Department via their online complaint mechanism (referred to as a ‘communi-
cation portal’) (International Trade Union Confederation 2011, p.26). This led to some inten-
sified supervision of APPL, and some additional steps from the IFC to address issues including
health, safety, labour working and living conditions, but with negligible impact, after which the
IFC ultimately found that APPL was compliant with the Performance Standards, though many
observers remained concerned that the human rights issues persisted. Around this time, a set-
tlement was reached between the company and the trade union in one of the estates. A year
later, in May 2012, the CAO Vice President took the unusual step of initiating a compliance ap-
praisal of the IFC’s investment in APPL, in the absence of a formal complaint to the CAO having
been made. The appraisal led to a decision to conduct an investigation, but the report had not
been made public at the time of writing. Shortly after the compliance appraisal was announced,
in February 2013, three NGOs from Assam filed a direct complaint with the CAO regarding
three separate APPL tea plantations in Assam about working and living conditions on the three
plantations. A CAO assessment visit found that workers were reluctant to be named out of fear
of reprisals, and the dispute resolution team who conducted the assessment eventually agreed
to let NGOs (who were very well connected to workers) represent the workers in bringing a
complaint. However, the company declined to participate. The complaint was then referred to
the compliance team, where the above-mentioned investigation was already ongoing.

Analysis
The following section identifies and analyses the various dimensions of CAO’s operation that
impacted upon its capacity to contribute to human rights remedy in these cases. It also draws
out lessons about factors affecting CAO’s capacity in this respect that were beyond the direct
control of the CAO.

Internal governance and capacity of the CAO

Independence and institutional influence
The CAO is situated in a formally separate relationship with the institution it monitors, the
IFC/MIGA. It aims to balance the need to be close to the institution in order to have legitimacy
within it, and to be taken seriously and influence change in the absence of direct coercive pow-
ers, with the need to maintain an appropriate distance to avoid any conflicts of interest. A num-
ber of aspects of the CAO’s institutional design enhance its independence from the IFC/MIGA.
These include:

The CAO reports directly to the President of the World Bank Group. This limits inter-•
ference from the Board in the CAO’s activity7
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CAO staff are recruited by the CAO Vice President (CAO 2013b, p.5)•

Post-CAO employment restrictions apply with the IFC and MIGA and (for the CAO•
Vice President) the World Bank Group (CAO 2013b, p.5)

The office is in the IFC building, but in a physically secure area accessible only by CAO•
staff (CAO 2013b, p.5)

Staff “exercise caution in becoming involved in internal processes within IFC/MIGA,•
which might compromise the neutrality of the Office” (CAO 2013b, p.5)

The CAO does not give the IFC/MIGA any project-specific advice (CAO 2013b, p.5)•

In the event of a personal conflict of interest, staff will not be involved in a complaint•
(CAO 2015a)

CAO has budgetary independence.•

Our research presented conflicting accounts of the influence of the CAO within the IFC/MIGA.
According to some CAO staff, these formal measures are enhanced by an independent but col-
laborative working relationship with the IFC/MIGA where the Institution is “almost deferent”to
the CAO, particularly once a case has cleared eligibility and is officially being handled by the
CAO.8 Dispute resolution staff report cooperative relationships whereby, for example, IFC staff
who are well-acquainted with a project proponent provide the CAO with advice about the internal
culture of the company to help them identify the right people in the company to work through a
successful problem-solving process.9 The CAO staff attribute this to their professionalism as a
team, but particularly to political acumen of CAO Vice President from 1999 to 2014, Meg Taylor.10

This need for staff with political skills suggests that the relationship between the CAO and the
IFC also has its tensions, and may not yet have achieved the levels of influence within the
IFC/MIGA that the CAO aspires to. Our research suggested that acumen to navigate the politics
of the IFC/MIGA was essential for the effective operation of the CAO, and for possibilities of
influencing change. An early review of the CAO noted that the IFC/MIGA struggled with the
‘tone’ and ‘style’ of CAO advice and that the CAO would need to review their communications
approach to increase their effectiveness (Dysart et al 2003, p.x). This suggests that balancing
independence and influence is more than merely a matter of institutional design, but also re-
quires resilient and consistent struggle of a more political nature.

The 2015 CAO Annual Report also sends a consistent message that, though they are making
progress, the CAO is not having the influence over the IFC/MIGA that they want to have, and
the office will be prioritising monitoring of IFC/MIGA responses to compliance investigations
both at the institutional level, and in relation to specific projects (CAO 2015b). This suggests
that institutional independence is not currently adequately balanced with institutional influence.
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Ongoing efforts on the part of CAO to increase influence through more attention to monitoring
are commendable, in particular as they pertain to monitoring IFC and MIGA’s responses to
dispute resolution and advisory processes (described further below).

LESSONS: The CAO has a number of strong institutional separations from IFC/MIGA and aims
to balance these with the need to exert influence in the Institution. This influence is highly de-
pendent on the political and interpersonal skills and professionalism of CAO staff, and could be
better supported by ongoing attention to formalised processes of monitoring of IFC/MIGA’s re-
sponse not only to CAO compliance investigations, but also ombudsman and advisory outputs. 

Staffing
At the time of writing, the CAO has 19 permanent staff, all based in Washington DC and re-
cruited through a competitive international process. Staff includes four dispute resolution spe-
cialists, three compliance specialists, an operations officer, four research analysts, a
communications and outreach specialist, an advisory associate, as well as highly qualified sup-
port staff who engage in tasks such as assessments, gathering of statistics, occasional field visits,
and report writing (CAO 2015b). The dispute resolution staff all have postgraduate qualifica-
tions in relevant areas (such as law, human rights, international relations, sustainability), formal
qualifications in various forms of dispute resolution, and collective experience in the private
sector, non-profit sector, government, and international financial institutions. Compliance staff
are also trained to postgraduate level in law or finance and have similar career experiences to
the dispute resolution staff. The single advisory staffer profiled on the CAO website at the time
of writing held a PhD in international relations and had significant NGO experience. Almost
all support and other analytical staff are also tertiary educated with lengthy experiences in the
IFC or similar organisations, including being involved in projects such as the World Bank Ex-
tractive Industries Review (CAO 2015b, pp.66–68). Collectively, the team holds geographical
experience that covers all regions of the world. 

The CAO also has a Strategic Advisory Group that includes two academics, two private sector ad-
visors, and two independent consultants. The new CAO Vice President (from 2014), Osvaldo Grat-
acós, has a background in regulation and law in government finance (Ex-Im Bank) and the private
sector. His predecessor, Meg Taylor, who was CAO Vice President for 15 years, held more experi-
ence with community groups and government, and had an exceptional background in Papua New
Guinean politics and considerable experience in very high-level, high-stakes political environ-
ments, rendering her adept at navigating complex political terrain. An early review of the CAO
described its work towards effecting necessary change as “not for the timid or thin-skinned” and
that “the current senior CAO staff get high marks for their intelligence, integrity, energy, grit and
commitment to the World Bank Group’s goals” (Dysart et al 2003, p.iv, xi), and a 2010 review com-
mented on the “effective leadership and skilful practice” of CAO staff (Fairman et al 2010, p.ii).

Our research suggested that the high levels of dispute resolution, compliance, administrative and
political skills and experience dealing with complex, cross sectoral political and organisational
relationships held by the CAO team contributed to a more reflexive and informed practice (see
below), which may explain the higher case load of the CAO (as it is widely seen in civil society as
one of the stronger mechanisms), and the higher rate of provision of mutually agreed resolutions
to problems (though not necessarily human rights remedies). The experience and qualifications
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of the staff lean towards law and finance more than to grassroots community work. Recruitment
of staff with more direct experience working with communities, to balance the strength of the
private sector, government and IFI experience in the team, may contribute to enhancing the
CAO’s legitimacy in the eyes of its critics, and its insight into the challenges facing communities.

The CAO also regularly employs consultants, particularly as experts on compliance investiga-
tions and as consultants and/or mediators in local problem-solving processes. These case-based
appointments allow the CAO to draw on technical and geographic expertise, and in the prob-
lem-solving processes to use staff with the language and cultural skills required for such a task.
The CAO has worked to build networks of these staff in the regions in which it works, for ex-
ample it regularly used one particular, widely respected and trusted mediator and his colleagues
in Indonesia. Our research suggested the use of local consultants and mediators had mixed suc-
cess and was highly dependent on the particular personnel. The ‘good’ mediators were people
with tertiary qualifications in the area, and extensive experience working with communities.
They also held personal qualities that enabled them to delicately negotiate complex terrains of
competing interests. The Washington staff believed, for example, that this was key in forming
a Joint Mediation team between CAO mediators and government in the Wilmar dispute in
Jambi.11 The CAO continues to try to build its networks of quality local consultants, and our
research suggests the more it can do this, the more successful local engagements will be. 

LESSON: Considered recruitment of highly qualified and experienced staff that collectively have
expertise and networks in all the regions in which a mechanism might work significantly improves
the functioning of a mechanism. Building and maintaining networks of local consultants with rel-
evant skills (such as mediation) can further bolster effectiveness in working with diverse commu-
nities and companies.

Reflexive, consultative and transparent practice
The mechanism is characterised by a high degree of transparency and consults broadly on its
operations. The CAO consults with academics, civil society and the private sector on many as-
pects of its operations. This includes open formal consultative periods on its Operational Guide-
lines, with versions in 2000, 2004, 2007, and 2013. The CAO also conducts ad hoc consultations,
and engages in outward-looking communications such as conferences, workshops and so on,
at international, regional and national levels. 

The CAO has a number of protocols in place to gather continuous feedback on its operations.
These include:

A monitoring and evaluation system, developed in 2009, that entails periodic feedback•
on CAO’s performance from its stakeholders via surveys (CAO 2015b, p.44). This in-
cludes special provisions for people without access to the internet.12
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Case data analysis, and constant revision of data collected to ensure it is sufficiently de-•
tailed and nuanced (CAO 2015b, p.44)

An electronic case management system for tracking day-to-day case management•
(CAO 2015b, p.44) 

A Management Action Tracking Record collated once a year documenting IFC and•
MIGA responses to CAO’s dispute resolution, compliance and advisory work. This is
shared with the President and Board’s Committee on Development Effectiveness an-
nually as part of CAO’s internal reporting (CAO 2015b, p.44) 13

In addition, the CAO has a number of internal practices conducive to reflection and learning,
such as a brown bag lunch event at the close of every case.14 Independent Effectiveness Reviews
of the CAO are also conducted regularly, so far in 2003 (Dysart et al 2003), 2006 (Unknown
2006), and 2010 (Fairman et al 2010). Many issues raised in past reports have been substantially
addressed by the CAO. These include staffing to ensure expeditious handling of cases, improve-
ments in record-keeping and self-monitoring, improvements in predictability and consistency
of process (such as related to timing for each stage of complaint handling) through establishment
of clearer operational guidelines, establishment of instruments to feed lessons learnt back into
IFC/MIGA, willingness to self-initiate compliance investigations, expanding of networks of
local consultants, enhancement of monitoring arrangements, improved codification of institu-
tional arrangements for independence and impartiality, delivery of a thematic compliance audit
(on Financial Services projects), and the provision of two dedicated staff to the advisory role in
recent years. However, some areas remain in which some progress has been made but more is
needed. These include the increased provision of information about CAO to IFC/MIGA clients
and affected people (Dysart et al 2003, p.ix), and the possibility of transfer of key components
of a case from the ombudsman function to the compliance (Fairman et al 2010, p.iii).15 These
are each explored elsewhere in this report.

Finally, the CAO is also transparent in relation to its operations and the details of its cases. It
maintains a public case database on its website with reasonably detailed case reports at key
stages in each case. It also makes public its Operational Guidelines, independent reviews, and
compliance investigation reports and the IFC/MIGA’s response to them. Annual reports provide
detailed statistics on CAO caseload. Collectively, these levels of transparency give stakeholders
significant information with which to understand the CAO’s operations that can be used to for-
mulate proposals for improvement to their work (which can be raised in consultations), and
can also be used within civil society and community networks to draw out lessons about how
to make best use of the mechanism. 

LESSONS: The transparent, consultative and reflexive practices of the CAO are integral to the
continuous improvement of the mechanism in response to identification of weaknesses or oppor-
tunities for improvement. 
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Resources
The CAO’s budget, provided by the IFC and MIGA, has grown from $802,000 in 2000 to
$4,492,901 in FY15 (CAO 2015b, p.64). More than half of this is spent on staff, and a further
approximately $700,000 on consultants, suggesting that personnel are the most important re-
source for the CAO. Travel accounted for $627,000 in 2015, underscoring the importance of
local engagement in the work of the CAO. In addition to the operational budget, an additional
$1 million is available annually to pay for mediation and dispute resolution activities, such as
mediator salaries. In 2015, $732,000 of this was spent. This budget is considerable, and has been
a key factor in enabling the CAO to engage in lengthy and complex cases, such as Wilmar. This
is a particular strength of the CAO, and is a level of resourcing that other grievance mechanisms
could benefit from. 

Nonetheless, our research suggested further resources could enhance some of the promising
aspects of the CAO’s work that are currently under-utilised. In particular, further resources
could better support and expand existing CAO capacity building of local communities and their
supporters, outreach activities at national levels with NGOs, ongoing engagement between the
CAO and other relevant organisations, such as the RSPO, and more advisory work. 

LESSON: Significant resourcing is key to the CAO’s success, but more resources could further en-
hance its human rights impact. Other grievance mechanisms should aspire to similar levels of re-
sourcing as the CAO, or higher.

Legitimacy
As a member of the World Bank Group, in the eyes of some community and civil society groups,
the CAO suffers from a lack of legitimacy because of its organisational connections to the World
Bank Group’s work. In both Wilmar and Weda Bay there were strong perceptions among some
(but certainly not all) CSOs that the CAO is part of the problem, not part of the solution, because
of its support for projects that many CSOs see as fundamentally antithetical to high social and
environmental standards. The CAO sees this as a barrier to be overcome by better educating
complainants and their supporters about the role of the CAO, compared to the IFC/MIGA. How-
ever, our research suggested that this would not overcome the problem of a perceived lack of le-
gitimacy in addressing the needs of project-affected people, as these kinds of criticisms of the
CAO are not related to the CAO’s particular role, but to its very relationship with the IFC/MIGA.
This suggests that there is little the CAO can do to establish legitimacy in cases where these
groups have significant influence, and this may be an inherent limitation on the CAO’s activity
rather than something that can be redressed through operational design or communications. In
these cases, other mechanisms within broader systems of remedy have an important role to play.

LESSON: The CAO’s lack of legitimacy in the eyes of some civil society organisations may never
be overcome, as often these groups see the World Bank Group’s development practices as funda-
mentally antithetical to high social and environmental standards. This represents an often insur-
mountable limitation on the CAO’s activity in cases where such groups are highly influential.
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Accessibility
The CAO has commendable levels of accessibility. It has no formal requirements for filing a
complaint, accepting complaints in any language, with any degree of detail, so long as there is
a proven connection to genuinely affected communities. It does not require evidentiary proof
of a problem, nor a clear connection to the IFC Performance Standards,16 two technicalities
that can make many other mechanisms inaccessible to communities. It is willing to address any
social or environmental problem of concern to affected people, and complainants can seek guid-
ance from the CAO on how to lodge a complaint (CAO 2013b, p.12). It also interprets financial
relationships as openly as possible. For example the Wilmar case was accepted on the basis of
supply chain connections to the plantations where issues were taking place. These features of
CAO practice widen the scope of the mechanism, which we found was conducive to wider ac-
cess to CAO services than would otherwise occur. 

These measures have resulted in a high number of cases submitted to the CAO, which is best
interpreted not as a disproportionate number of issues in IFC/MIGA projects, but as an indi-
cation of the accessibility and perceived utility of the CAO. A high proportion of these com-
plaints were submitted directly by project-affected people, meaning signatories are all directly
affected communities – 44% of all complaints in the last 15 years (CAO 2015b: 73).17 However,
a further 50% of cases filed in the past 15 years have involved supporting community organi-
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16 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. --
17 This does not preclude the possibility that they were assisted by others in preparation of the complaint. Further break-
down of this figure in future reporting would be helpful in understanding how affected people come to learn about the
CAO and prepare a complaint.

Spraying the tea, India. Photo: Souparna Lahiri
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sations, or local, national or international CSOs, with the majority being at the more local end
of that scale (CAO 2015b, p.73). Reasons for requiring NGO support to prepare a complaint
vary and may include a lack of awareness of the CAO, a lack of capacity to formulate even a
basic complaint, a lack of capacity to identify a financial connection to the IFC/MIGA, or fears
for safety and security in being named on a complaint (though the CAO will keep identities

Box 1: Tea and NGO Dependence to Bring Complaints
One of the notable features of the CAO complaints in the tea sector was simply the fact
that they were presented to a transnational mechanism in the first place, since significant
barriers confronted workers wishing to make complaints, particularly to transnational
mechanisms. In explaining why the complaints occurred in this case, but not in so many
other cases of pervasive human rights concerns in the tea sector, the involvement and
strategies of key NGOs and trade unions in supporting grievance processes has been a
crucial factor. Such groups played an important intermediary or go-between role between
workers or trade-unions on the ground, and staff in international bodies. The relationships
between local NGOs and trade unions, and some Columbia University researchers were
pivotal in making the local actors aware of the CAO, and providing advice about how to
make use of it. Without this particular connection, no complaint would have been made.

confidential if requested, in some cases trust needs to be built before this is sufficient, such as
in Weda Bay). All the cases in our research entailed very high levels of dependence on NGOs to
access the CAO (see Boxes 1 and 2).

18 Interview with Patrick Anderson, Forest Peoples’ Program, Jakarta, 4 September 2012. 

Box 2: Wilmar - assessing possibilities for problem solving

Upon receiving a complaint about Wilmar’s activities in Indonesia, the CAO ombudsman
team conducted an assessment to identify interest in a problem solving process with the
locally affected population, and three locations were identified where community groups
wanted to undergo mediated problem-solving processes. Though more than 20 sites
were identified in the Wilmar complaints as demonstrating violations of the IFC
Performance Standards, no other sites had the conditions for a problem-solving process,
namely parties that were willing and/or able to engage. Forest Peoples’ Program, the lead
international NGO in the complaint, maintains that the CAO has the resources to
conduct more thorough outreach to these communities,18 but the CAO prioritises
voluntary engagement and felt it had fulfilled its obligation to contact potentially involved
communities.
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Box 3: CAO Initiative - IFC Compliance in tea

The CAO President has the authority to initiate compliance processes even in the
absence of a complaint. In May 2012, the CAO Vice President took such a step to initiate
a compliance appraisal of IFC’s investment in APPL. The CAO’s Annual Report stated
that the decision to undertake a compliance appraisal was in response to complaints
made about “worker health and safety standards on two tea estates where violent protests
and deaths had been reported”—referring indirectly to the prior complaints by IUF
directly to the IFC (Rosenblum and Sukthankar 2014). However, the scope and timing of
the review suggests that it was also in response to a broader set of concerns about IFC
compliance in the tea sector. Several people close to the case told us that prior to the
compliance appraisal being initiated, the US Treasury Department had been communicating
directly with the IFC about concerns regarding compliance in the Assam tea sector, and
the CAO felt that their office should become involved. 

The inability of the ombudsman assessment team to make meaningful contact with large numbers
of project-affected people in the Wilmar case (see Box 2) highlights a potential weakness in ac-
cessibility of the CAO relating to the most vulnerable communities. These are communities who
may have weak internal organising capacity, may be living in poverty or even extreme poverty,
may be in very remote areas, may be weakened by lengthy conflicts with a company (sometimes
decades or even longer), may have very low educational levels, may be at significant physical risk
if they make a complaint, or may face barriers of other kinds. The CAO would benefit from in-
troducing more proactive measures to reach these groups when alerted to their presence. This
might include provisions for accepting complaints from NGOs in high-risk cases without a proven
connection to a community, and then providing support for NGOs to build relationships with
these communities, understand their grievances and aspirations, and support them through the
complaint process if they wish to proceed. The CAO could require NGOs to make a case for why
they are making a complaint without a demonstrable connection to affected people.

A further issue of concern in relation to accessibility is the IFC’s increasing investment in fi-
nancial markets. According to the CAO, between 2007 and 2011, “IFC’s financial intermediary
nontrade and private equity portfolio commitments grew from $2.85 billion to $3.14 billion,
and trade portfolio commitments grew from $0.77 billion to $5.04 billion” (CAO 2012b, p.9).
One of the CAO’s three eligibility criteria for taking up a complaint pertains to an identifiable
connection to the IFC/MIGA. However, these markets are very opaque and so it will be very
challenging for communities or their supporters to identify an IFC/MIGA connection to know
they can make a complaint to the CAO, even though the CAO would be able to accept the case.

LESSONS: The CAO has a number of design features and an open orientation to receiving com-
plaints that make it highly accessible. These are commendable and should be widely replicated in
other grievance mechanisms.

Accessibility is often highly dependent on NGO support.
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The CAO could improve accessibility for the most isolated and vulnerable IFC/MIGA affected peo-
ple by allowing NGOs to bring cases on their behalf without having to demonstrate a connection
to them, instead having to make a case for this exception. These groups are well served by the
CAO’s capacity and willingness to instigate compliance processes in the absence of a complaint.

IFC’s increasing investment in financial services is likely to decrease access to the CAO by making
lending relationships opaque. 

Outreach
The CAO has an active outreach program to make affected communities and their supporters,
or potential supporters, aware of the CAO and how to make a complaint to it. It conducts out-
reach workshops at a regional level each year, rotating regions, alerting NGOs and local gov-
ernment to the IFC/MIGA supported projects in their region. It also hosts and participates in
various kinds of functions where civil society actors can learn about their work, such as a Sep-
tember 2014 workshop at the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples, co-hosted with other
accountability mechanisms (CAO 2015b, p.50). The CAO takes steps to overcome barriers some
people might face in accessing information about the CAO, for example by distributing hard
copies of relevant documents in various languages beyond just the World Bank group ones
(Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), English, French, Russian, Spanish, and Portuguese), meeting
with potentially affected people and their representatives upon request, having a generous lan-
guage policy that facilitates working in any necessary language, and actively seeking local advice
on how to improve accessibility in regions where IFC/MIGA works (CAO 2013b, p.7). This
work, commendably, goes beyond simply publishing their procedures online, which they also
do in all the languages of the World Bank Group. These outreach activities also help explain
the large caseload of the CAO. 

However, our research found that many community groups, even those who had been through
a CAO process (in Weda Bay) still lack awareness of the CAO, or its function and modus
operandi. Though it is unrealistic to expect that every project-affected person in every location
will know about and understand the CAO, there are some steps that IFC/MIGA and its clients
(as opposed to the CAO) could take to further enhance outreach. 

IFC and MIGA currently publicly disclose an Environmental and Social Review Summary for all
Category A and B projects (higher risk projects) that includes mention of CAO and the IFC Per-
formance Standards. Various contractual documents issued to clients also mention the CAO. How-
ever, none of these are sufficiently proactive or culturally appropriate to address the points raised
here regarding accessibility. The IFC / MIGA should consider how it might more meaningfully
ensure that people affected by its financing might learn about their opportunities for redress via
the CAO. One possibility is that the organisations might use their existing networks in the regions
they work, where they often have local offices, to promote to the CAO to civil society groups. An-
other possibility is that it might introduce contractual obligations that require its clients to actively
disseminate culturally appropriate information about the CAO to affected communities.  

Currently, IFC/MIGA clients are obliged, under Performance Standard 1, to disclose informa-
tion about the environmental and social aspects of a project to affected people, and they are
obliged to develop a grievance mechanism and also communicate its existence to project-af-



fected people. These requirements could be made more robust, either via revisions to the Per-
formance Standards or via contractual obligations, to include more proactive dissemination to
affected people, in a culturally appropriate form, of information about the CAO specifically.
Ideally, dissemination of such information would take place at regular intervals to ensure newly
identified stakeholders are included as the project and its social and environmental impact as-
sessments progress. It would be most effective if it were conducted at arms-length from the
project proponent, for example by a consultant or local NGO, though it should be resourced by
the project proponent so as not exacerbate the burden on civil society organisations. This dis-
tance from the project proponent would make the prospect of a CAO complaint less intimidat-
ing for communities, it would appear more neutral and therefore more accessible, and it would
ensure accurate and balanced information is provided.

LESSON: The CAO’s outreach program is commendable, but could be further strengthened by out-
reach from the IFC/MIGA and its clients. In particular, IFC/MIGA clients could be required to dis-
seminate culturally appropriate information about the CAO to communities affected by its work.

Leverage

The CAO, like all grievance mechanisms, faces challenges in its leverage over business actors,
which will ultimately determine the effectiveness of any CAO processes. As the CAO lacks co-
ercive powers or sanctioning capacity over project proponents and the IFC/MIGA, it must build
its influence from a range of other sources. 
In some cases, the CAO could exercise considerable leverage because of the moral authority as-
sociated with IFC/MIGA support, and the associated market-based forms of leverage the IFC
and MIGA can enjoy. Support from these IFIs, even though the IFC can only ever be a minority
shareholder or lender, can ‘kick-start’ a project to be able to secure other sources of (private) fi-
nance. Their reputation as conducting rigorous due diligence, particularly on social and environ-
mental risks, can signal to other investors that a project is ‘safe’ (this can work even if that due
diligence was problematic, as the signal is based on perception). IFC/MIGA involvement can
therefore be significant even if the actual finance provided is small. As such, project proponents
sometimes need to be responsive to CAO processes, particularly in the early stages of securing
finance. PT Weda Bay’s cooperation with the CAO (despite the company’s otherwise problematic
behaviours in relation to land acquisition) is an example here.19 However, the combination of
moral authority and market-based forms of leverage are limited in at least two significant ways. 

Firstly, the moral authority of the IFC/MIGA is, in practice, often secondary to its market-based
sources of leverage. Companies can evade this moral authority if they no longer need
IFC/MIGA’s support (see Box 4). The Wilmar case highlights an inherent limitation of the
CAO’s jurisdiction related to the end of a financial relationship. By selling a subsidiary, or pre-
paying loans, a company can extinguish the connection to the IFC/MIGA that justifies the
CAO’s involvement in a case, even if the CAO is willing to continue an already-commenced
case. In the case of the dispute resolution function, because it is voluntary in nature, it has no
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19 This further supports our argument, below, that the CAO could have done more in relation to compliance in this case,
as the complaint was made at a time when PT Weda Bay Nickel needed MIGA’s support.



enforceable jurisdiction over any case anyway. However, when the financial relationship is alive,
possibilities for productive engagements will be stronger and might be sensitively fostered and
developed. This possibility usually ceases to exist if the financial relationship is broken. The
Wilmar case demonstrates that if a company wishes to evade compliance with a voluntary set
of standards and market conditions are such that this would not lead to negative consequences,
it can do so. It is not clear that the CAO could do anything to overcome this inherent limitation
of leverage generated by market conditions.

Secondly, the CAO and the IFC/MIGA do not, in practice, exercise their (albeit limited) leverage
to the degree they might otherwise be able to. There have been no cases, to our knowledge,
where a CAO case has led to a withdrawal of support from IFC/MIGA, and the CAO has no
authority to compel any such decision.21 This can in part be explained by broader financial mar-
ket structures that may foster a reluctance, in the IFC/MIGA, to ‘turn companies away’ and to-
wards private lenders that are less rigorous in their social and environmental standards.
Nonetheless, it is an important point to note in understanding the efficacy of the CAO in ad-
dressing social and environmental effects of IFC/MIGA’s operations. 
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Box 4: Wilmar - Cutting and running

In April 2013, Wilmar sold its majority share of PT Asiatic Persada (PT AP) to companies
with no financial links to the IFC/MIGA and who are not members of the RSPO. Wilmar
justified the sale by stating “after much deliberation, we decided to sell PT Asiatic due to
the difficult social conditions there, which led to an untenable situation for the Group”
(cited in Institute for Policy Analysis of Conflict 2014, p.15). This sale came as an extremely
significant disappointment to the community groups still engaged in mediation at that
time, after more than two years of negotiating. Later, in July 2013, Wilmar pre-paid its
loans to the IFC. The CAO, despite the formal cutting of financial ties to the IFC, offered
to continue the mediations if all parties were willing. The ombudsman team invested
significant effort in trying to maintain communication with all parties at this time, and to
fully explain to the new PT AP owners how the mediations might work and what the om-
budsman process can offer. After six months the new owners formally advised the CAO
that they were choosing to engage in the dispute through a government led process, and
declined to pursue the CAO mediations. The CAO ombudsman team in Washington and
Indonesia was deeply disappointed by this outcome, despite NGO criticisms that it could
not force the continuation of the process. They held a ‘close-out’ meeting in the field
where they explained to the communities the situation and tried to ‘salvage’ as much
progress as possible, but ultimately, as CAO staff explained, “Our mandate is very limited
now – only to closing out – we want to do that responsibly and help the communities.”20

Wilmar, for its part, ‘encouraged’ the new owners to continue with the CAO process, but
through the sale had relinquished any possibility of mandating this engagement.

20 Interview with CAO staff, Skype, 24 October 2013. 
21 This is not to say that poor social and environmental performance has never had an effect on IFC/MIGA decisions to
provide support. Human rights considerations should be taken into account as part of the initial social and environmental
risk assessments required by IFC or MIGA as part of the application process. The point here is, rather, that once support
is provided it seems it is not withdrawn.



One other source of leverage available to the CAO is its capacity to provide incentives for co-
operation, such as the possibility of resolving a problem that has negatively impacted on business
activity or risks reputational damage. In the Wilmar cases in Riau and Sambas, this appeared
to be an effective form of leverage as senior Wilmar staff pressured their subsidiaries to coop-
erate in the problem-solving process partly out of concern for their reputation within RSPO
and the sector more broadly. However, in the Wilmar case in Jambi this source of leverage was
less effective. This suggests that the negative business impact or reputational damage must be
significant and unavoidable for the CAO’s incentive to work reliably.

LESSON: Lacking coercive powers, the CAO’s leverage to bring about changes in business behaviour
is heavily conditioned by market conditions that are out of the CAO’s control. This may partly ex-
plain an apparent reluctance on the part of the IFC/MIGA to draw on CAO case work to exercise
any more punitive forms of leverage for fear that it will drive businesses toward less demanding
financiers. If a company chooses to disassociate from the IFC/MIGA (by selling subsidiaries or
pre-paying loans), the CAO’s leverage is inherently limited. 

Regulatory style

The CAO is characterised by a combination of regulatory styles. Its dispute resolution function
facilitates problem-solving where any outcome is possible if all parties agree, and does not ad-
judicate claims. The compliance team conducts investigations into the IFC/MIGA, then mon-
itors until compliance is achieved but has no authority to compel compliance. Notably it does
not conduct investigations of project proponents. The advisory function does not regulate par-
ticular cases, nor strictly speaking does it regulate the IFC/MIGA, but it does contribute to in-
stitutional learning on key issues. The effects of these various styles and their combination in a
single mechanism are explored in this section, with a focus on their impact on human rights
outcomes in particular complaints. 

Ombudsman’s problem-solving approach: cooperation over adversarialism
The CAO’s primary efforts to provide remedy in cases of grievance are based on a problem-
solving model of dispute resolution, rather than a more traditional adjudicatory model of rights
remedy or restitution. This means that, rather than starting from a position of rights as inalien-
able, where the goal of a process would be to restore rights, these processes seek to achieve the
best possible outcome under the circumstances. As one CAO staff member explained, “holding
the IFC accountable in terms of compliance with the performance standards is not going to get
those income generating activities going for the community. Dispute resolution might though,
I’m not sure.... I think it’s one way of meeting accountability. It's not the only way, and I don’t
think it gets the same results as the compliance process does.”22 This approach is so central to
the CAO’s work that the assessment process requires that the possibility for problem-solving
be considered, even if complainants only request a compliance investigation. This approach to
responding to complaints is so different from what many stakeholders – community, civil society
and business – are used to, that the CAO has difficulty managing expectations about the process
and find they ‘repeatedly’ have to explain it. 23
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22 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 
23 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 



The processes reject an adversarial approach and instead encourage cooperation (in process)
and mutually beneficial ‘remedy’ (in outcomes), or a “win-win.”24 Possible activities include fa-
cilitation and information sharing; joint fact-finding; dialogue and negotiation (with training
but without a third party) or mediation and conciliation (with a third party mediator; conciliation
would be when the mediator makes recommendations) (CAO 2013b, p.18). The CAO sees this
as better addressing the need for remedy, but also facilitating longer-term relationships that po-
sition the parties to be able to anticipate and resolve other problems that might arise in future. 

From the CAO’s perspective, as CAO staff explained it, for NGOs in particular, but also often
for companies, this is asking parties who might be more comfortable in an adversarial mindset
to “walk a very new terrain and that takes people out of their comfort zone and then takes trust
in the CAO.”25 Communities (or community supporters) who are not willing to take this route
are free to pursue others, such as the law, or to decline a problem-solving process and request a
compliance appraisal to see if an investigation of IFC/MIGA would be of value, though this won’t
directly address the grievances or provide for remedy. In the words of one CAO staff member,
“We don’t say that dispute resolution is the elixir for everything, but if the community are living
without land and a place to bury their dead and we’ve got a company saying we are prepared to
do something about that, we’ve got to use that, we’ve got to do something with that.”26

However, though it may be the most promising route from a pragmatic perspective, a problem-
solving approach to human rights grievances raises a broad range of very challenging questions
both about how it might, in practice, do more, procedurally, to uphold rights in contexts of sig-
nificant power imbalances, and, even if that occurs, how such an approach aligns with the con-
cept of rights. The following analysis explores the various dimensions of these two questions
with respect to individual cases of grievance. Further below, we explore the implications of these
processes for more systemic human rights change.

Rights or solutions
This approach to human rights grievances raises very challenging questions about the nature
of human rights remedy. The CAO is proud of its remedial flexibility – anything is possible so
long as all parties agree. Compared to judicial remedies, problem-solving processes do offer
more solutions that can potentially go further to address the human rights issues at stake in
these grievances, particularly related to livelihood. The various remedies provided for through
these cases is explored further below. This research suggests that, though the remedial flexibility
is greater than a judicial avenue, we should be wary of problem-solving as an avenue for human
rights remedy. Indeed, though 52% of CAO complaints cite human rights issues (CAO 2015b,
p.79), the CAO dispute resolution team does not see itself as a human rights remedy mechanism,
but rather as a dispute resolution body: they “do remedy, but we’re not a human rights instru-
ment.” 27 In our research, not only do the remedies demonstrated in the one case where remedy
was partly achieved (Wilmar) fall short of actually remedying the grievances related to land,
culture and livelihood, but they raise significant questions about the concept of rights.
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24 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012.
25 Interview CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 
26 Interview CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012.
27 Interview CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012.



Though adjudicatory processes cannot always provide adequate remedy, they do maintain rights
as inalienable, whereas problem-solving processes about human rights grievances do not do
this. One NGO staff member put it this way: “the mechanism and the process can solve the
problem in the sense of making an agreement but in our analysis this is not a solution because
an agreement cannot hide the rights of people. Even if they agree to move to another place, it
doesn’t solve the problem of protecting indigenous people’s rights.”28 Instead of addressing
rights as an inalienable minimum standard, problem-solving processes take a more pragmatic
look at what is possible, rather than what is ‘right’. A Komnas HAM (Indonesian Human Rights
Commission) commissioner explained “[m]ediation is not so much a process for achieving re-
dress or remedy, as it is a process for bargaining.”29 Some community supporters noted, with
disappointment, that even communities themselves can sometimes abandon their rights claims
once compensation is received. Given the compromise required through problem-solving
processes, one community advocate argued “[m]ediation is like a temporary medicine that we
can use to survive within the current system.” For some complainants, such as those who are
satisfied with compensation, this may be sufficient. Nonetheless, there are some important im-
plications of this tension worth highlighting.

Firstly, the distinction between rights remedy and problem solving should be maintained, so
as not to water-down the concept of rights as inalienable. It is inaccurate to consider the prob-
lem-solving process of the CAO as rights remedy, as the CAO itself acknowledges. Though
problem-solving processes have potential benefits, we should be wary of the erosion of the con-
cepts of rights as inalienable that may occur should problem-solving processes become the ‘gold
standard’ of human rights remedy. 

Secondly, in considering the trade-offs between an approach that maintains rights as inalienable
afforded by the law, and remedial flexibility offered by a problem-solving process, communities
and their supporters should be attentive to the shortcomings of both. In other words, where the
law does provide rights protections, it makes stronger statements about rights as inalienable, and
does not compromise on demanding rights fulfilment. The law’s weaknesses are that not all
rights enshrined in international law are enshrined in domestic law; law enforcement can be
weak; and even when a judgment is made that a rights violation has occurred, the available penal-
ties for the perpetrator(s) may not remedy the violation. Problem-solving is more capable of de-
livering meaningful remedies for aggrieved communities, but it does so by way of side-stepping
adjudications on whether or not rights have been violated. This means rights violations may not
be acknowledged or condemned, and solutions might be presented as i-f ‘the problem’ is solved,
when in fact aspects of rights violations continue or have not been remedied. Being more trans-
parent about the extent to which problem-solving processes have addressed rights issues is also
important in cases where grievances entail conflicting rights, for example when a community’s
right to a livelihood is not practically compatible with the restitution of land rights and a return
to an indigenous way of life (also a right under international law), as in the Wilmar case. In these
cases, where one rights issue is addressed – in the Wilmar case, livelihoods through plasma
arrangements – it should be made clear that other rights issues were unaddressed.
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28 Interview with Ade Ipang Ahmad, AGRA Jambi, Jambi, 18 September 2012. 
29 Interview with Pak Nur Kholis, Vice Chair Person for External Affairs, Komnas Ham, Jakarta, 21 September 2012.
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This is an important finding for civil society groups trying to decide whether to advocate for
stronger laws, or spend resources engaging in problem-solving processes. Though laws often
do not cover all rights at stake in these cases (e.g. land law in Indonesia), the shortcomings of
problem-solving processes suggest that efforts to strengthen the law should not be abandoned,
including in cases where they might advance possibilities for addressing rights issues that were
not addressed in an otherwise fruitful problem solving process.

Thirdly, problem-solving processes may consider some practical ways in which they can work
towards greater rights compliance, for example by establishing in preconditions a clearly artic-
ulated set of human rights standards as a minimum requirement for any mediated agreement
(as would be done with legal compliance).

LESSON: Problem solving should not be misinterpreted as a form of human rights remedy, and
other avenues for advancing rights should continue to be pursued by civil society.

Balancing power 
The need to balance power between two parties that are extremely unequal is paramount for
problem-solving cases to lead to human rights remedy, and even then it is a necessary but not
sufficient condition. In our analysis below we outline various aspects of the problem-solving
operations that could do more to balance power between parties. Almost all of the key lessons
from our case studies speak back to this fundamental issue. There was wide agreement in our
research that gaps in power between parties were considerable. These included gaps in capacity
and in leverage, between communities and companies.

The CAO is committed to both impartiality and to balancing power between parties in dispute
resolution to facilitate fair outcomes. However, competing interpretations of impartiality influ-
ence the CAO’s operational decisions with respect to the two dimensions of power we focus on
here: capacity and leverage. Impartiality can be interpreted variously as ‘having no position’,
‘being outside the dispute’, ‘being free from bias’ or being ‘fair’, meaning ensuring no undue
advantage or disadvantage to either party. In our case studies, the CAO privileged interpretations
that relate to being ‘outside’ the dispute, while also trying to attend to interpretations that em-
phasise fairness and a freedom from bias or disadvantage. The imperative to keep companies
engaged – an inherent part of the logic of a problem-solving approach – meant that approaches
to capacity building and leverage erred on the side of ‘being outside the dispute’ and efforts to
address power imbalances fell short. 

Imbalances in capacity
Our case study research found that, though capacity building efforts by the CAO and civil so-
ciety groups did improve the capacity of community groups to engage in mediation, they were
not always oriented to, and did not succeed in, equipping community groups with the requisite
skills and knowledge to put forward the best possible case for the best possible demands they
could make for their interests. In this sense, capacity building efforts remain in need of improve-
ment to equalise rather than merely improve the capacities of the two parties to a dispute.

In the Wilmar and Weda Bay case studies we found different shortcomings with respect to ca-
pacity building in and of itself, and its impact on balancing power. In the Weda Bay case, it



emerged that affected communities did not have a sufficient understanding of the problem-
solving processes on offer to make an informed decision about their use, despite training ses-
sions from CAO staff (see Box 5). In the Wilmar case in Jambi, the CAO mediators offered
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Box 5: Capacity building in Weda Bay - still a lack of understanding

The community members behind the CAO complaint about PT Weda Bay Nickel were a
minority in their community, with the majority having already accepted compensation
packages for their land that fall short of international standards. These community mem-
bers engaged with the CAO through local NGOs, as they were fearful for their safety if
their identities were revealed. For the same reason, the communities rejected the offer of
a problem-solving process. The ombudsman team of the CAO, though going to good
lengths to gauge the willingness of the affected communities to engage in mediation, un-
fortunately was unable to provide the physical protection necessary to ensure a successful
and safe mediation. Furthermore, our research found that it is not clear that the affected
communities fully understood what mediation, or any other problem-solving options (such
as shuttle diplomacy) offered, could do for them, and therefore did not necessarily make
a fully informed decision when rejecting it. This difference between our research findings
and the report of the CAO ombudsman team, which reported that the complainants made
an informed decision, suggests that there is scope for more extensive capacity building at
the assessment stage, specifically capacity building about what the problem-solving options
are and how they might work. Though the CAO did conduct workshops with both com-
munity groups and NGOs in North Maluku, and the company separately in Jakarta, our
research unfortunately suggested the communities remained ill-equipped to make an in-
formed decision about problem-solving process including and beyond mediation.

formal training and informal consultations to both the company and the communities, and the
communities made good use of these. However, ultimately communities remained unable to
successfully counter the difficult negotiating tactics of the company, and did not fully under-
stand all aspects of the mediation process. Furthermore, much of the burden of building com-
munity groups’ capacities to engage effectively in negotiations in this case fell to
under-resourced local NGOs (See Box 6 and the Wilmar report for details).

Our research in these case studies overwhelmingly suggests that companies far outweigh com-
munities in their capacity to engage in problem-solving processes in ways that benefit them.
There are myriad ways in which communities lack the capacity of companies, but the areas in
which inequalities emerged as most significant in our case studies included:

Educational levels and associated capacity to gather, interpret and use technical infor-•
mation (including things such as evidence-based timelines, maps, and environmental
impact assessments) 
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Educational levels and associated capacity to access, interpret and use legal information,•
including an awareness of legal rights

Access to and capacity to interpret and use economic and financial information related•
to projects (such as to make a realistic assessment of the economic value of a project,
to assess land value for compensation negotiations, or to assess a company’s financial
position to strategise a negotiating approach)

Access to information about what other forms of leverage they may be able to deploy,•
and how to deploy them in negotiations (such as minimum standards relating to Free
Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC), or what other communities’ have been able to
achieve in comparable situations, and how it might be replicated, such as benefit sharing
arrangements)

Skills and experience to understand and navigate negotiation sessions•

Box 6: Capacity building in Jambi (Wilmar) – 
Over-reliance on NGOs

In the Jambi Wilmar mediations, mediators were faced with dramatic capacity differences
between the company and community groups, and a need to continually assure all
parties of the CAO’s neutrality, generating competing pressures. The Indonesian mediators
took the approach of running clinics open to all parties, conducting some workshops for
both communities and companies, and otherwise relying on the supporting NGOs to
increase the capacity of communities. A number of civil society organisations in Jambi
and in Sambas did take on this role, training in aspects of mediation such as what
mediation is, expectations about how long it takes, negotiating technique (constructing
demands, how to convey information and views, division of roles – formal and informal
‘high and low tones’), how to anticipate traps, how to understand legal terms that the
company will use, communication techniques to avoid acrimony, how to debate and
drive the direction of conversation, how to organise a group, participatory mapping to
determine the object of negotiation, negotiation strategy, organisation (such discussing
in advance the next meetings’ agenda to anticipate possible directions of discussion),
how to make use of breaks, how to set and manage expectations, and how to evaluate
past performance and see what could do better next time. Other NGOs focused on
capacity building in supporting areas, such as building awareness of community rights
under law, the structure of government and legal complaints systems and the nature of
licencing and other relevant legal frameworks. Community groups reported finding
both CAO and NGO capacity building valuable, and felt their capacity to engage
meaningfully in mediation had improved as a result of these efforts. However, they
remained unable to successfully counter the aggressive negotiating tactics of PT Asiatic
Persada to reach an agreement, and remained unsure of a number of aspects of mediation. 
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Logistics and basic resources, such as mobile phones, credit for mobile phones, cars•
and petrol, access to email and internet

Capacity to manage internal disagreements and divisions within communities over•
which procedures to pursue, strategies for engagement, goals, and representation
arrangements 

The CAO takes the need for capacity building seriously. Recognising the novelty of a problem-
solving approach for most actors, the CAO has a commitment to capacity building where it is
required. This capacity building can be broadly divided into two categories. Firstly, the CAO
conducts capacity building in most cases in relation to the problem-solving process itself. This
would include activities such as training workshops and consultations oriented towards ensuring
parties understand what mediation is, the CAO’s approach to mediation, how the process can
work, and what skills are needed to engage in mediation. Capacity building measures offered
by the CAO in this category, to all parties, can include:

Ongoing pre and post-mediation clinics run by mediators, assisting parties in prepa-•
ration of positions and strategy

Formalised workshops about what mediation is and how it works, or on other forms of•
conflict resolution (available to parties agreeing to mediate, as in Wilmar, and those where
no mediation could be agreed upon, but parties express interest to learn, as in Weda Bay)

Logistical support for community groups to attend mediation sessions (e.g. transport)•

Any other form of capacity building determined as feasible and appropriate in a given case•

A second category of capacity building also takes places, though in a more ad hoc, case-specific
manner. This capacity building relates to issues that arise during a problem-solving process. For
example, there might be a dispute over water pollution and both sides – particularly commu-
nities – may need more technical information, and more skills to interpret that information. In
this case, the needs and the CAO’s response to them will be case-specific, and guided by the
principle of transparency. For example, parties might agree, together, to employ a specialist to
study the water. This approach enables the CAO to maintain its positions as outside of the par-
ticular dispute, and avoid the possibility of becoming ‘part of ’ the dispute by provisioning in-
formation to one side or the other. Capacity building measures offered by the CAO in this
category, to all parties, can include:

Technical support for both parties (on issues like understanding Environmental Impact•
Assessments)

Salaries for consultants to help build capacity to manage income-generating projects•
(CAO 2015b, pp.20-21).

Training on any necessary skills required for implementation of agreements, such as•
training on money management 

Any other form of capacity building determined as feasible and appropriate in a given•
case, if agreed by all parties



As described in the boxes above, various combinations of the CAO capacity building efforts
were undertaken in our case studies, however capacity gaps remained and community groups
remained disadvantaged compared to companies in respect to all the areas of capacity outlined
above. In other words, though capacity building efforts did improve community capacity, they
did not balance it and scope remains for more community-directed capacity building to work
towards a more equalised scenario. This is not to suggest that a single process can, alone, balance
community and company capacity, but simply that some more could be done. There are two
particular lessons arising from our case studies to highlight there.

The first lesson is, simply, that more is needed to adequately build the capacity of communities.
While acknowledging that considerable effort is already invested by the CAO and civil society
groups in capacity building, our case studies suggest that more time and resources may be re-
quired in some circumstances to ensure that communities fully understand the mediation (or
other) process (the first category of CAO capacity building), and are equipped to formulate the
best possible demands and make the best possible arguments and negotiations in pursuit of these
demands (a combination of the first and second CAO categories of capacity building). 

The second lesson is that sensitivity to perceptions of impartiality, and practices of impartiality
that emphasise the CAO’s position outside the dispute, rather than need to ensure no disad-
vantage, mean that imbalances of power stemming from imbalances of capacity were not ade-
quately addressed. An approach that seeks mutually agreed and transparent methods for
addressing capacity deficits may be appropriate in some cases, but in others it may serve to sus-
tain the status quo. This approach does not necessarily facilitate community groups reaching a
position where they can most strongly advocate for an agreement that is the best they can achieve.
Companies, armed with greater capacities on almost every front, enter negotiations already in
such a position. So, while mutual and transparent capacity building may ‘raise all boats’, it
doesn’t necessarily raise them to be equal with each-other.

For example, in the Weda Bay case, key elements of the dispute between the company and the
community pertained to land rights and contestation over the market valuation of the land.
The company was equipped with the best possible legal teams and property consultants, which
enabled it to make an argument, intimidating for the communities, that families had no real
rights over land and the company was effectively providing them with a voluntary charity pay-
ment. At the time of our research, the community groups that still opposed the mine were seek-
ing only a rather minor increase in the price for the land, because they lacked awareness of their
rights and other possible demands they could make. In order to equalise this dynamic, had they
entered a mediation (which they did not), capacity building would have needed to equip the
community with significantly more information about their land rights under the IFC Perform-
ance Standards and international law,  best practice with respect to land restoration after the
mine closure, benefit sharing and other possible demands, as well as market information about
nickel, and regulatory and political information about the company’s licencing and legal posi-
tions that might have alerted the community to some of the company’s vulnerabilities. 

The CAO’s practices of impartiality with respect to capacity building make this kind of trans-
formative form of capacity building unlikely. In circumstances where communities lack other
forms of leverage, such as this one, it is not clear why a company would agree to strengthen a
community group in this way. It can avoid doing so by proposing that support of this kind rep-
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resents bias on the part of the CAO. By interpreting impartiality as requiring the CAO to be
outside the dispute, such a position allows impartiality to function in a way that supports the
status quo. When impartiality is interpreted and practiced in this way, any agreement to the
kind of capacity building that would actually equalise the community’s capacity is effectively
contingent upon the good will of the company.30

Our case study research therefore suggests that, for capacity building efforts to have a meaningful
effect on the balancing of power, they need to address the following, specifically for communities:

Capacity support to put forward the best possible case for their interests, including draw-•
ing on any relevant legal rights, standards (such as the Performance Standards), prece-
dents in other cases, or technical, financial or economic information, and helping
communities identify and use potential sources of leverage

Provide support for formulation of initial complaints, including articulation of griev-•
ances and goals (see above regarding access)

Provide support for communities to deliberate and make decisions among themselves,•
including in the formulation of initial demands, during any process, and after (see below
regarding intra-community conflict)

Provide capacity support throughout mediations, including in ensuring communities•
fully understand the process, the preconditions, and the proposals that arise

Particular attention should be paid to pre-conditions for mediation, including learning•
from other cases about what preconditions support endurance and better outcomes,
such as conditions about confidentiality, provision of livelihood during the negotiation
period, forms of evidence that will be accepted in the process, and so on (see Wilmar
report)

Provide assistance in gathering, understanding and using technical, legal, financial and•
economic information in support of the community’s claim.

Provide logistics and basic resources, such as mobile phones, credit for mobile phones,•
transport, and access to email and internet, throughout the process (these are often al-
ready provided by CAO)

Provide assistance in implementation of agreements, such as through provision of a•
development consultant to help with tasks such as the establishment of cooperatives,
building of financial literacy, and building relevant technical skills (this is already pro-
vided for by the CAO in some cases but should become standard practice).

One possible way around the difficult dilemmas posed by a commitment to impartiality and
balancing power in complex and often politically charged disputes would be for the CAO to
provide indirect support for the requisite capacity building, for example by supporting civil so-

30 The CAO website profiles other cases where problem solving processes and capacity building efforts might have had
more transformative effects, and where a progressive company is engaged these might be possible. However, arguably
the most concerning human rights issues relate to companies that are not progressive in these ways.
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ciety groups to conduct this important work in a sufficiently resourced manner. However, when
this role is taken on by NGOs, it places a significant burden on them, and not all NGOs have
the requisite skills and experience for these tasks. Care needs to be taken in the selection of
NGOs, and long-term investment made in the development of skills in regions where
IFC/MIGA is engaged. This is also a possible opportunity for other donors to have significant
impact on human rights outcomes in negotiations.

LESSON: More capacity building is required for communities than companies to achieve a fair
negotiation. The CAO and other donors should consider providing or resourcing this capacity
building, and civil society organisations should continue to build expertise in this area to ensure
that capacity building leads to communities being equipped to make the best possible demands
in the best possible ways.

Representation and NGO/CSO support

Given the considerable differences in capacity between companies and communities discussed
above, many communities and NGOs are supportive of NGOs representing community groups
in direct negotiations with companies where they take place. The issue of NGOs being able to
represent communities ‘at the table’ in negotiations, however, proved to be a very controversial
one in our research. 

31 Interview with Pak Nur Kholis, Vice Chair Person for External Affairs, Komnas Ham, Jakarta, 21 September 2012.

Box 7: Representation in Wilmar

The many capacity difficulties communities face in engaging in mediation led some com-
munity groups and almost all the NGOs involved in this research to agree that NGO rep-
resentation is often crucial for equalising power in mediations. Though they all agreed
that community self-sufficiency is the ideal, they were sceptical that many communities
had this capacity, and worried about the disadvantage they face without representative
help. One community supporter described it as “naïve” in most cases to think that com-
munities have enough capacity for this ideal to be realised in practice. One mediation in-
sider argued that “they should be balanced in the discussion. So the ability of the
community in voicing out their interest should be equal with the company voicing out
theirs. So that is why the community should have parties to assist. Without assistance, it
will be difficult,” such that without that assistance, the mediation would ‘collapse’ or
‘crumble’. Komnas HAM mediators agreed.31 In Sajingan Kacil, one of the Sambas com-
munity groups, the group asked to be represented by a team that included staff from local
NGO Gemawan, and though there was initial resistance form the CAO mediators, this
proved a successful model because the NGO had a long-standing relationship of support
and mutual trust with the community group. In all other mediations the NGOs operated
as observers and provided other kinds of supports.
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32 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 

For the CAO dispute resolution function, it is vitally important that communities’ views are rep-
resented as directly as possible, and so CAO dispute resolution processes make all efforts to ensure
that communities speak for themselves wherever possible. One CAO staff member explained
“our guiding philosophy is to make sure that wherever possible we hear from the affected com-
munity and we address their needs. […] the question is not about who is not to be in our nego-
tiation space – it’s who we need as a minimum in that space, and for us that's affected community
representatives.”32 The CAO sees the dispute resolution process as offering a further beneficial
outcome in the strengthening of the community to speak for itself with the company should any
other issues arise in future, and this can only be achieved if they speak for themselves in media-
tions (CAO 2012c, p.21). This approach was also seen by the CAO as strengthening the buy-in
to the agreements and thereby enhancing the sustainability of outcomes, as opposed to agreements
that are made on behalf of communities (CAO 2009b). The CAO sees civil society organisations
as having an important supporting role to play in other ways, including but not necessarily limited
to capacity building and providing advice to communities during negotiations. 

Box 8: Representation in Tea

The failure to establish a formal mediation process in the Assam tea case resulted centrally
from disagreements between the parties (company and workers) on the role of NGOs—
both in directly representing affected workers as parties to the dispute, and in providing
broader forms of support (CAO 2013a, p.5). Some workers actively mandated NGOs, who
had made the complaint in the first place, as their representatives in the preliminary meet-
ings with company management facilitated by the CAO, in July 2013, while requesting
that their own identity remain confidential out of fear of reprisals from the company. These
NGOs were all groups that had close and long-standing relationships with workers. Other
workers were less actively involved in the complaint process, but were at least aware of the
NGOs action on their behalf. This somewhat informal representative status gave rise to
difficult negotiations regarding the status of the NGOs who were formal parties to the
complaint as representatives or members of affected worker communities. The company
wanted to negotiate directly with the affected workers, but workers were too afraid to
agree to this, and NGOs also reported harassment and interference with their work in the
plantations in relation to the CAO case that made them unwilling to expose workers to
direct negotiation with the company either. The CAO in this case sought stronger evidence
from some of the NGOs of a connection to the workers, but it was the business’ aversion
to dialogue with anyone but workers that triggered the breakdown of the process.

In our research, a number of NGOs expressed concern about the CAO’s practices in relation to
NGO representation. This included NGOs who had worked with the CAO on other cases, as
well as some (but not all) of the NGOs involved in our case studies. The preference for com-
munities to represent themselves resulted in a perception among these NGOs that the CAO is



averse to NGO representation, and that this disadvantages communities, who are lacking in ca-
pacity relative to the companies they face at the negotiating table. Many people interviewed for
this research in community, civil society and even business groups expressed concerns that
though of course community groups can speak for themselves, they may not be able to do so in
the most strategically or tactically efficacious ways and it doesn’t necessarily serve their best
interests for them to do so. 

These tensions around the issue of representation in mediations are attributable to a number
of factors. Firstly, many NGOs who support communities to make complaints to the CAO have
a history of adversarial relationships with corporations and development actors, and what might
be described as an ‘adversarial mindset’. These NGOs have skills-sets and approaches that are
not necessarily well-aligned with a collaborative problem solving approach, and adversarial ac-
tions can sometimes threaten the progression of a mediation. This makes it difficult for the
CAO to convince companies who might be wary of dialogue already, of the value of problem
solving processes. Box 8 on the tea case highlights a situation in which companies were partic-
ularly averse to a role for NGOs. Secondly, NGOs, particularly at national and international
levels, often do a combination of different kinds of work that may include supporting commu-
nities through complaints, as well as pursuing broader projects of systemic change. This can
lead to tensions within their work when community aspirations or decision don’t necessarily
align with NGOs’ broader projects for change. These differences may not emerge until part way
through problem solving processes, and can be difficult for all sides to manage.  

Our analysis raises three key points of consideration for the determination of representation
during negotiations. These are points that should be considered by CAO mediators as much as
civil society organisations and communities. 

Firstly, NGOs play an important role as checks against the possible adverse outcomes of a CAO
process for communities. NGOs working towards systemic change are differently positioned
from communities with respect to the seriousness and urgency of immediate unmet needs. On
the one hand, this can risk placing community aspirations or decision making in a secondary
position. However, on the other hand, this position has the merit of being able to highlight for
communities the long-term impacts of decisions for themselves, and the possible effects of
those decisions on others, both of which are legitimate concerns to raise. For example, in the
Wilmar case where negotiated outcomes have not addressed the needs of the community, NGOs
might have consulted with communities to make them more aware of the difficulties in suc-
cessfully managing a plasma plantation, the weaker position they would find themselves in after
having made an agreement with the company, and the broader effects such an agreement might
have on legitimising poor practices of land acquisition in palm oil. Whether this function takes
place through direct representation or through other arrangements outside of a mediation
should be a matter for communities to decide.

Secondly, the terrain of establishing the legitimacy of any representation arrangement, and en-
suring it leads to enhanced community capacity to stand up for itself, is very challenging,
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33 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 
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34 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 

whether it involves NGOs or not. In explaining the process for determining representation,
CAO Dispute Resolution staff stated “short of holding a ballot we've got to trust that if we go to
the field and we invite openly as many community members as we can, that’s indicative enough
for us of, in this space, representation.” Staff added that they are committed to being open and
responsive, including to changes over time.33 This is a matter they take extremely seriously and
they have appropriately rejected community representatives on the basis of a lack of evidence
that they are speaking for the community (in some of the Wilmar Jambi mediations). However,
ultimately, there is no fool-proof procedure for establishing the legitimacy of community self-
representatives. Our research suggests risks of exclusion or distortion are just as prevalent within
communities, where different community leaders always have different relationships and in-
terests that will influence their stance. Though the CAO is committed to ensuring as wide and
legitimate a representative arrangement as possible, current processes are not certain of guarding
against the risks of a community member’s agenda dominating the process, or some people
being left out. Indeed, the case studies in our research suggest more could be done in particular
to ensure representation of internal minority groups, and especially women. 

Finally, there is wide variation in NGOs’ ways of working and their relationships to communi-
ties. While there may be NGOs that struggle to adequately balance their organisational goals
with those of the community, there are also very many NGOs that have had close relationships
with communities over many years, enjoy relationships of mutual trust, and know the commu-
nity well enough to identify who is being left out and what hidden agendas might be at play
(unlike a mediator new to the community). Arrangements for establishing representation that
take this into account could go some way towards helping balance the capacity gaps that most
community groups face in mediations. 

While we agree that it would be ideal to “mov[e] away from this notion that communities need
someone to speak on their behalf,”34 and for the CAO to remain engaged until they are confident
communities can talk to the companies without support,, in many cases these are unrealistic
goals for a single process to achieve, even when it lasts many years. Until these ideal scenarios
are achieved, there is a need to accommodate capacity deficits where they exist by allowing
NGO representation under certain conditions, with community consent. Such an approach
should continue to work towards helping communities reach higher levels of independence
over time, and should entail some minimum standards to ensure inclusiveness and legitimacy
of representation. 

LESSON: NGO representation can be fraught with legitimacy risks, but these risks also exist when
communities self-represent. A flexible approach that emphasises the importance of legitimate con-
nections to communities, the ideal of self-representation, and a commitment to community capacity
building, but still permits NGO-representation in mediations under these circumstances, can make
an important contribution to balancing power.



Imbalances in leverage 
Imbalances in leverage also constitute a significant source of inequality of power between com-
panies and communities, but are very rarely explicitly addressed. Our research strongly suggests
that problem-solving processes need to mitigate these imbalances in order to enhance the pos-
sibilities of meaningful remedy for communities. The following section explores some of the
key sources of this imbalance, and further details can be found in the case reports. 

Standards, law and evidence
The dispute resolution process, while subject to the CAO’s Operational Guidelines regarding
compliance with national and international law, and IFC/MIGA policies, does not, as a matter
of course, introduce these formally and substantively into problem-solving process. Rather, the
CAO dispute resolution function is willing to use any standards that might be agreed upon by
both parties. Theoretically, this means that standards for procedures and outcomes, and forms
of evidence associated with meeting (or not meeting) standards, could work in the favour of
either the company or the community. However, in practice, our research suggests that this ap-
proach more often favours the company by deferring to law and scientific and legal forms of
evidence that privilege the company in both process and outcomes. 

The CAO understandably must ensure all agreements comply with local law so they can be im-
plemented. However, in many cases, particularly cases relating to land, the law advantages the
company and disadvantages the community. Typically companies will hold the relevant land
tenure documents and licences, even if they were obtained through irregular or illegal means,
while communities struggle to prove or legally protect land rights because they lack documen-
tation and/or because communal (especially indigenous) land rights have no place in the law.
This is often precisely why they have gone to a non-judicial mechanism. Both the Indonesian
cases exemplify this imbalance of leverage. In Jambi, communities had no legal position from
which to argue for either land restitution, better compensation or to refuse land transfers, even
though there were cases to be made for the illegality of the company’s land acquisition. This
meant that weaknesses in legal rights outside the negotiating process affected bargaining power
within the mediation, and thus rights that are recognised under international law were not pro-
tected through the mediation process. 

One option available to communities to counter these disadvantages is to establish a more
favourable set of standards as having a central role in particular dispute resolution processes,
for example as a point of departure for a negotiation (e.g. Colchester et al 2007). For example,
FPIC was established as a principle of the preconditions in some of the Wilmar negotiations in
this study, and was able to be used when, early in negotiations, Wilmar’s legal team started ad-
vancing an argument based on the legality of their land acquisition. After an appeal to the CAO
that this violated the preconditions of the mediation, the company was required to shift its po-
sition and the remaining negotiations went ahead on the assumption of legitimacy of commu-
nity land ownership. In the view of one participant, this meant that “[o]nce the company
accepted that was the basis for the negotiation … the negotiation proceeded better than just
‘you know you’ve got a problem, you need to talk’.”35 In practice, however, not all of the com-
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munity groups we spoke with were aware of this as a strategy. This speaks to the need for greater
capacity building (see above), but also to the benefits that would be associated with a more sys-
tematic application of higher standards.

The CAO’s Operational Guidelines contain the seeds of such a practice as they require adher-
ence to IFC/MIGA policies and standards, national and international law. To our knowledge,
there are currently no formalised compliance checks with respect to these standards, but given
the stated commitment to these standards in CAO procedure, stronger attention to this area,
particularly compliance with international law and IFC/MIGA standards, could serve to lend
communities or workers more leverage. Where national law conflicts with IFC/MIGA policy
or international law, for example on indigenous land rights, effort can be made in dispute res-
olution process to explore ways in which the higher standard might be met (see below on reme-
dies for an example).  

With regard to forms of evidence, those that are available for use in negotiation are again open,
and subject to agreement by all parties. However, in practice, particularly in land cases, legal
evidence disadvantaged communities in our case studies, and Wilmar used this to strengthen
their position in Jambi. In establishing pre-conditions (agreements on procedure) for problem-
solving processes, in relation to evidence consideration should be given, as a matter of course,
to independent fact-finding, establishing methods to agree on disputed evidence (such as maps),
and use of ‘alternative’ forms of evidence that demonstrate indigenous knowledges in particular,
such as anthropological studies or community maps (not only ‘participatory maps’ which entail
participation of both company and community). Agreement should also be made on who will
resource new evidence, as these costs cannot be met by most communities.

A number of options are therefore available to level the playing field in terms of standards and
evidence. These include:

Establishing the IFC Performance Standards and international law as minimum stan-•
dards in a more rigorous way, and making them a more integral part of dispute resolu-
tion processes. Any agreements reached through a dispute resolution process could
also be closely reviewed for compliance with these standards as a matter of course. 

Allowing allegations of previous non-compliance with the law to become part of nego-•
tiations (for example if a company is known to have illegally acquired land). This can
have a subtle normative effect on negotiations. 

Providing capacity building to enhance community capacity to collect evidence•

Accepting a broader range of forms of evidence into problem-solving processes more•
often, such as independent fact-finding, participatory mapping, community mapping,
participatory monitoring (e.g. of technical matters such as water quality), and anthro-
pological reports

Providing resources for gathering of evidence or contesting disputed evidence, as com-•
munities cannot be expected to fund such activities. 
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If these various suggestions were considered as a matter of course for all dispute resolution
processes, it would mitigate the risk that communities may not be aware of them as options,
which is common. This would position communities (as companies are positioned) to use the
best possible standards and forms of evidence for them, rather than only those they are aware of.

LESSON: Current practices with respect to standards and evidence in problem-solving processes
are currently more likely to favour the company than the community. Certain steps can and should
be taken to redress this imbalance. 

Vulnerability
Communities are further disadvantaged in terms of leverage by their vulnerability, relative to
businesses. Corporations, especially large ones who are clients of the IFC and MIGA, have the
resources to endure lengthy problem-solving processes. Though they may be inconvenienced
by having to spend time and money on these, the inconvenience is not comparable to that ex-
perienced by communities. 

Our research, particularly in the Wilmar case in Jambi, showed that communities are vulnerable
to pressure to conclude a problem-solving process and reach an agreement as a result of their
precarious living conditions (see Box 9). Facing the need to secure livelihoods as soon as possible
puts communities at a disadvantage as they are less able to hold out until negotiations progress
to a better agreement.
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Box 9: Poverty in Wilmar

The community groups in the Jambi – PT AP dispute were at a disadvantage relative to
the company insofar as their living conditions were precarious, which put significant pres-
sure on the communities as they endured very lengthy mediation processes of more than
two years. This was particularly so, for example, in Pinang Tinggi, where living conditions
were extremely poor, with no running water, only a few hours of generator electricity each
day (paid for by the community), poor road access to hospitals and schools, and tempo-
rary housing. The capacity to harvest and sell palm fruit sustained some community
groups during this period, and mediation preconditions that protected these livelihoods
during the lengthy mediation process were absolutely critical in strengthening them to
persist with mediation without taking an agreement that didn’t meet their needs. However,
these were not consistent across all agreements. This case suggests that provisions for
livelihood should be considered in all precondition-negotiations as a matter of protocol. 



A further source of vulnerability facing some communities (in our research this was most evi-
dent in Weda Bay and the Indian tea sector - see Box 10) is the threat to their physical safety.
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Box 10: Safety threats in Weda Bay and the Indian Tea Sector

Our research in the Weda Bay case revealed an oppressive environment for those who
were resisting signing compensation agreements with the mining company. Interviews
found that those who spoke out against the project feared for their safety. The affected
seaside communities experienced inappropriate modes of persuasion deployed by PT
Weda Bay Nickel, including through religious leaders, kinship networks, selective engage-
ment with compliant village leaders rather than elected authorities, and discretionary al-
location of corporate social responsibility resources. An additional source of pressure
came from government and its agents at various levels. Government officials at all levels
and village heads were strongly in favour of the project. A number of interviewees sug-
gested that people had accepted compensation because they feared if they didn’t they
would be punished with the move of company-built infrastructure and jobs away from
their villages. They worried that they would economically disadvantage the whole village
by rejecting compensation agreements.36 The process of compensation led to social divi-
sions between community members and significant pressure from these villagers on those
families who were still resisting. The findings by Komnas HAM, the Indonesian human
rights commission, that BRIMOB (The Mobile Police Brigade), a paramilitary police unit,
had intimidated some villagers into signing land compensation agreements against their
will, provides further strong evidence that negotiations did not occur freely. Furthermore,
LBH ProJusticia, a community legal service that represented aggrieved community mem-
bers, made 14 complaints to the police regarding violence and destruction of property by
PT Weda Bay Nickel. Finally, the historical political and social environment of the region,
which has experienced sectarian violence between Muslims and Christians, also con-
tributed to fears and insecurity, as Christian villages have been more likely to resist com-
pensation than Muslim villages.

Fears among tea workers of harassment and reprisals from plantation management were
a critical factor in the failure to establish a problem-solving process in this case. NGOs
reported repeated requests from estate management—received both directly and con-
veyed by the CAO—for provision of names and signatures of individual workers who the
NGOs were claiming to represent. The company cited security concerns and said that

Such threats can come in the form of intimidation and/or violence from the company, company
‘goons’, government or state actors such as police, and/or other community members with dif-
ferent views. At their most influential such threats can prevent communities from making com-
plaints to begin with, or it can deter them from engaging in a problem-solving process. Such
threats can also unduly persuade people to agree to settlements that they are not satisfied with. 

36 Though some families demonstrate an appreciation for the value of the infrastructure in terms of providing economic
opportunities, this does not excuse PT Weda Bay Nickel from the other obligations outlined in this analysis section.



The CAO recognises this as a major problem in some cases, and in 2016 conducted a public
consultation on this issue, in which it committed to doing all it can to protect safety (such as
keeping identities confidential) but also acknowledged the limitations of its capacity to physically
protect complainants, and affirmed it would, in consultation with complainants, refer a case to
compliance for appraisal if a dispute resolution process would be too dangerous (CAO 2016).
In some cases, the CAO may indeed be limited to being transparent about the constraints on
its capacity to protect complainants, and refer cases to compliance, and this would be preferable
to putting complainants at further risk. However, in other cases, such as Weda Bay, a stronger
commitment to balancing power, another factor identified in its 2016 consultation, could po-
tentially have enabled a problem-solving process.

One way to do this is to engage the compliance function. In cases where complainant safety is
a concern, or the primary reason a dispute resolution process fails or doesn’t get started, a com-
pliance appraisal is currently automatically triggered to provide a ‘back-up’ option for address-
ing the concerns raised in the initial complaint. However, this ‘back-up’ option is only useful if
the appraisal confirms the need for an investigation. We propose that when dispute resolution
processes are unsuccessful because of safety concerns, an investigation, and not just an appraisal,
should be automatically triggered (see below for further recommendations regarding making
compliance investigations effective in bringing about remedy for human rights harms).

LESSONS: Problem-solving processes should attempt, where possible, to mitigate vulnerabilities
that can lead community or worker complainants to avoid a process, or accept an agreement they
are not satisfied with. This might include considering provisions for livelihood in all precondition-
negotiations as a matter of protocol, and taking steps (where possible) to address safety risks.

A compliance investigation, and not just a compliance appraisal, should be triggered if safety con-
cerns are the reason a dispute resolution process fails or cannot be established.
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they were not willing to meet with the NGOs until their identity had been disclosed. There
were also some indirect, adverse consequences of the complaints processes reported. De-
spite initial efforts to protect the confidentiality of workers involved in the complaint,
some estate managers allegedly managed to find out the identities of some workers, and
prior to and/or following the CAO’s initial field visit in April 2013, there were allegations
of retaliation from the APPL plantation management against tea workers who had par-
ticipated in meetings with the NGOs to discuss the CAO process (CAO 2013a, pp.11–12;
Accountability Counsel 2015). Specifically, the CAO documented allegations of workers
being harassed by management for not reporting meetings with NGOs to management,
workers being demoted or switched to unfamiliar jobs or work quotas being summarily
increased, and workers being intimidated by rumours that their actions would bring about
the shutdown of plantations and loss of jobs (CAO 2013a, p.12). One of the local NGOs
working closely with communities on the estate as part of their routine development work
further reported that while Estate management had previously allowed them to operate
freely, following the complaint management started monitoring their activities more
closely, and asking to be advised in advance before they held meetings with workers on



Intra-community conflict
Effective problem-solving processes depend on each party being sufficiently united that they
can articulate a clear demand, and that all members would support the implementation of an
agreement that is made on the basis of that demand and on a form of decision-making they felt
included in. For companies, though they may have internal divisions and politics, they are or-
ganised hierarchically with clearly established lines of authority, and a clear and coherent profit
goal to guide decision-making. This puts communities at a disadvantage as they have to work
harder to achieve and maintain a unified front, and any divisions within the community can be
used against them to avoid an agreement, or more problematically, to capture a certain pocket
of the community and undermine the process.
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37 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 

Box 11: Wilmar: Managing diverse identities and interests

Of the ten community groups engaged in disputes with Wilmar subsidiaries across Jambi
and Sambas, only three of them (Pinang Tinggi, Sungai Beruang and Sajingan Kecil) were
able to maintain agreement on goals and process throughout the period of problem solv-
ing. Though Senujuh was able to get an agreement, it wasn’t without internal divisions,
and in Jambi all the other community groups were so troubled by internal disagreement
that they were unable to proceed with mediation. Key factors in internal divisions included
a lack of homogeneity in terms of indigenous identity in Jambi (homogenous indigeneity
being an unrealistic expectation given the history of government-led transmigration pro-
grams to bring labourers from other regions to the area); multiple layered and often com-
peting claims to different areas of land; and disagreements about goals (such as plasma
or compensation) and strategy (such as which avenue to pursue). This case strongly sug-
gests that capacity building support for communities to manage dialogue within commu-
nities and establish ways of making legitimate and sustainable collective decisions is
crucial. The burden of this work primarily falls on under-resourced local NGOs. Both the
CAO and better-resourced international NGOs, as well as other donors, should consider
funding this important work if CAO processes are to be successful.

Disagreements and divisions in communities can have a number of sources. They can be based
on positions vis-à-vis the proposed project. One CAO staff member explained that a typical
large project case would have some people against the project, some for it, and most in-between,
willing to support it under certain conditions.37 In large and complex cases it is entirely normal
to have disagreements of these kinds.

Other divisions can arise from pre-existing social divisions, such as between families, ethnic
groups, religious groups, or genders. These divisions are constructed out of social dynamics
and historical experiences. For example, the difference between indigenous people and trans-



migrants in Sumatra was a key division that was exploited by PT Asiatic Persada to stall agree-
ments in the Wilmar case in Jambi, and the history of sectarian violence in Halmahera con-
tributed to shaping the disagreements over land in Weda Bay. These social histories also
contribute to multiple layered and often competing claims to resources (such as land), and lead-
ership. Problem-solving processes need to recognise that communities have complex historical,
political and social backgrounds, and accommodate these in problem-solving processes. 

While the CAO does accommodate these differences where it is relatively possible to do so (for
example in Wilmar, where eight different community groups embarked on separate processes
in Jambi), where it is not easy to do so the CAO runs two risks. The first is that a dispute reso-
lution process doesn’t go ahead (Weda Bay) or fails (some Jambi community groups), in which
case all possibilities for remedy through the CAO are currently exhausted.38 The second risk is
that community divisions can be manipulated by the company to undermine the community
and/or stall a process. Companies can readily use divisions within communities to question the
legitimacy of claims, beneficiaries and/or representatives, and to question the sustainability and
therefore utility of an agreement. 

Our research suggests there is value in recognising intra-community disagreements as a normal
part of complex decision making processes, and enabling intra-community debate and collective
decision making in ways that do not undermine the negotiating position of communities. 

There are two practical implications of this finding about the prevalence of intra-community
conflict. Firstly, parties to disputes need to have an attitude of accommodation that doesn’t im-
mediately perceive internal disagreements as weaknesses, and certainly does not seek to exploit
them. Mediators should consider addressing this issue in mediations. Secondly, grievance mech-
anisms should provide support, where appropriate and welcomed by communities, for local
NGOs to work with communities on developing ongoing ways of managing decision-making
and disagreement. These might focus, for example, on establishing methods of dialogue and
decision making with a strong customary base that can be engaged whenever necessary. How-
ever, the nature of the processes established will necessarily be case-by-case, depending on the
nature of the community, and should be driven by the community wherever possible, with
NGOs in a supporting position (for example providing lessons from other cases). Together,
these steps could work towards preventing companies using internal community disagreements
as leverage to strengthen their own position and avoid agreement. 

LESSON: Internal disagreement and division within communities is normal and needs to be ac-
commodated in problem-solving processes. Grievance mechanisms should foster an attitude of ac-
commodating intra-community disagreement among parties and work to ensure they are not
exploited by companies. Where appropriate, mechanisms should also provide resourcing for NGOs
to do ongoing support work with communities about handling disagreement and division.

Mobilisation 
The only significant source of leverage available to communities but not companies is mobili-
sation against the company to bring about reputational damage and associated impacts on in-
vestment or sales (where the business is consumer-facing). This applies particularly to sectors
where western consumers have purchasing power, and businesses that rely on investment from
western funders that can be targeted under voluntary agreements such as the Equator Principles.
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Though the effects of this kind of campaigning on individual cases of grievances are often in-
direct, they can be important in pressuring companies to meaningfully engage in problem-solv-
ing processes such as those offered by the CAO (See Box 12). 
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39 Though the CAO maintains that if complainants are not happy with the process they may leave at any time, this would
deny them the opportunity of arriving at an agreement had the CAO been willing to address their concerns.
40 Interview with Pak Zainal Abidin, Legal Advisor, Bidin, Jambi, 21 February 2013.
41 Ade Ipang Ahmad, AGRA Jambi, in NGO workshop, Jambi 22 February 2013. 

Box 12: Wilmar and Unilever

In December 2011, while negotiations were ongoing in Jambi, Perkumpulan Hijau, a local
NGO in Jambi who work closely with some PT Asiatic Persada affected communities,
with assistance from German NGO Robin Wood, took a family from the plantation to
Germany to lobby Unilever to either stop buying Wilmar’s palm oil, or exercise its leverage
over the company to return land and compensate families for their displacement and dis-
possession. They also attempted to leverage Unilever’s commitment to sustainable palm
oil by evoking the RSPO Principles and Criteria and their alleged violation in this Unilever
supplier. One activist told us “I told them that the CPO [crude palm oil] has the blood of
Anak Dalam [indigenous people of the area].[…] the CPO has blood in it, blood of poor
people, people in need. Rights that are forcefully taken away, with tears, cries, blood, etc.
so it’s a dirty product.”40 The family and supporting NGOs protested in front of the
Unilever office and received media coverage that got the company’s attention. According
to some participants in this research, while this was happening, PT AP visited some of
the community groups with donations of basic supplies and used photos of this donation
to alleviate Unilever’s concerns about displacement in the plantation. The NGO that co-
ordinated this visit was of the view that this trip helped apply pressure to PT AP to par-
ticipate in the CAO process, which began shortly after. However, they were also critical
that Unilever deferred to the CAO and RSPO processes “for legitimating any issue,” par-
ticularly when some community groups had refused the CAO process. 41

This form of leverage is currently circumscribed in dispute resolution cases by the requirement
to be cooperative rather than adversarial. The general orientation of CAO problem-solving
processes is one that sees public expression of disagreement or concern about both the media-
tion process and the underlying causes of the dispute as risking an undermining of that trust
and cooperation between the company and the community.39 While the building of trust and
cooperation in this way may be useful in cases where the company is engaging meaningfully,
when that does not happen (as in Jambi) this orientation significantly limits the only form of
leverage communities have to pressure the company to take the process seriously. Parallel mo-
bilisations often do have the effect of fostering adversarialism by alienating companies as a result
of the public airing of their disagreements and (in our cases) allegations of human rights harms. 
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The seeming incompatibility of these two approaches - cooperation and adversarialism – stands
out as a significant potential limitation on community’s leverage in cases where companies are un-
cooperative in mediations, or are engaging in other problematic behaviour outside of mediations.
This may not be something the CAO can rectify so much as an inherent limitation of problem-
solving processes that communities and their supporters should consider when taking this avenue.

LESSON: Mobilisation against companies is a key source of leverage for communities in mediation,
but not one encouraged by the CAO. Communities should be aware of this before entering a prob-
lem-solving process, and consider the potential limitations it might impose.

Business strengths
In addition to the above key issues, compared to communities, businesses can enjoy a number
of advantages in terms of leverage. These can include:

If a project has already been established, remedies available to communities are limited•
(e.g. in palm plantations)

If business and government have close ties and government is supportive of a project•
(e.g. in Weda Bay), or if government has weak enforcement capacity (e.g. in tea), com-
munities have little leverage by way of proposing a stronger penalty should the prob-
lem-solving process fail

The voluntary nature of the process means that if a company does not have much to•
lose, as in PT Asiatic Persada’s case in the Jambi Wilmar dispute, they can avoid mean-
ingful engagement in a process,.

LESSON: Companies enjoy many more sources of leverage in mediations compared to communities.

Remedies
The CAO dispute resolution function is willing to facilitate any kind of problem-solving process,
and monitor any kind of remedy that all parties can agree to. In cases where communities are
seeking higher social and/or environmental standards of various kinds, this can be helpful. The
CAO reports that development issues are frequently raised in complaints, and these include
concerns about training and job opportunities, impact of projects on the cost of living, com-
munity development (infrastructure and services), livelihood restoration and revenue distri-
bution (CAO 2015b, p.77). All of these issues are amenable to negotiated agreements. 

For example in the Wilmar disputes in Sambas, the Senujuh, Sajingan Kecil and Riau mediated
agreements all provided for different variations on the return of some land to its original in-
habitants, while the Senujuh and Sajingan Kecil agreements also included novel remedies, such
as one of the subsidiaries assisting one of the communities in resolving a dispute with a neigh-
bouring plantation company (also a Wilmar supplier). Other kinds of ‘solutions’ that the CAO
highlights in its 2015 annual report are more procedural and include studies (such as of waste
management at an oil pipeline), and the formation of a permanent tripartite council (affected
people, company and government) to address ongoing issues (IFCA CAO 2015b). The emphasis
is on creative solutions tailored to particular problems, and in many cases these can be very
helpful for complainants.



However, there are three particular limitations to the possible remedies available through the
CAO worth highlighting. The first is that remedies must be legally compliant, and in some cases
this can be problematic, albeit unavoidably so. For example, in cases where land claims are in-
volved, this can mean that communities’ land claims can never be met if the national land law
does not allow for it, or in countries where trade unions are illegal, unions cannot be formed or
protected. Though the CAO Operational Guidelines require compliance with IFC/MIGA stan-
dards and international law, the CAO’s position on what to do when these laws conflict is un-
clear. In practice in such cases, it seems that compromise solutions would be sought. In the case
of land disputes this would often involve provision of compensation.42 Communities and their
supporters therefore need to make informed and strategic decisions about whether or not to
pursue this avenue if they are not willing to compromise, and may consider the trade-offs be-
tween this kind of a process, and a more long-term campaign to address issues of systemic legal
disadvantage at the national level. 

A second limitation is that solutions have to be acceptable to the company as well as the com-
munity, and so inevitably this will leave some claims impossible to achieve. Specifically, the
remedies available through this process cannot include the cessation of business activity, which
is sometimes requested by complainants. In other words, the CAO can provide remedies to im-
prove ‘how’ a project goes ahead, but not ‘whether’ or not it does. 

The third limitation we wish to highlight is that in problem-solving processes, communities some-
times formulate their claims in terms of what is possible, rather than what they really want or
what would be most compliant with human rights norms. For example, this could lead commu-
nities to make claims that are framed in terms of training and job opportunities, impact of projects
on the cost of living, community development, livelihood restoration and revenue distribution
(CAO 2015b, p.77), rather than asking for the cessation of a project, or full restitution of lands ir-
regularly acquired from them. Some (though not all) community participants in our research in
the Wilmar and Weda Bay cases fall into this category. For example, some of the Weda Bay par-
ticipants were pushing for more compensation, but when pressed about how they imagined their
ideal future, it involved no project going ahead at all. They were also unaware of the norm of free,
prior and informed consent, and confessed if they had known about it they would have pushed
for that too. These kinds of reformulating of claims often take place in contexts where there are
conflicts between different rights, for example the right to free, prior and informed consent over
land acquisition, and the right to livelihoods. Greater transparency around these realities, where
they exist, would add credibility to CAO processes in the eyes of many communities and their
supporters, and could potentially leave other avenues open for communities to make the claims
they really want to make should other opportunities arise. This option can be effectively closed
down when negotiated agreements are presented (by the CAO or the company) as if they have
met all the community’s needs and aspirations and/or are human rights compliant. 
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42 The CAO cites the case of two communities in Uganda displaced by a forestry project as an example where satisfactory
solutions were reached. These cases involved the provision of support from the company for the communities in exchange
for their agreement to respect the company’s legal land rights. This support enabled the provision of livelihood programs
and, for one of the communities, ultimately the acquisition of land nearby through the private property market (CAO
2014a). Our research across this project and a large body of other research on displacement suggests ‘compensation’
of this kind rarely leads to such success in restoration of livelihoods and community stability, and that considerable work,
resources and an unusually generous company attitude is required to make this an effective solution. The long-term ef-
fects of this livelihood transition for communities also remain unclear and the case is still open for monitoring. Nonethe-
less, this case could potentially prove to be a promising model for other land cases where communities might be willing
to move, and where companies are very cooperative.  



LESSON: The CAO can be a good grievance avenue if remedies sought concern readily addressed
development issues such as livelihood provision. However, the CAO cannot overcome limitations
in law that might prevent certain goals being achieved, or stop a project. The CAO and its users
(including companies) should be careful not to present agreed solutions as having met all the com-
plainants needs if their claims were formulated as compromises and/or are not rights-compliant,
so as not to make other avenues for the pursuit of those goals more difficult.

Implementation of remedies
The CAO Operational Guidelines provide for flexible and extensive monitoring of implemen-
tation of agreements made through problem-solving processes. Monitoring and implementation
arrangements are agreed upon as part of a mediation (or other process) and would typically in-
volve a team of people who meet regularly to both ensure parties execute their obligations, and
address any challenges that arise. Our research raised three key lessons in relation to monitoring. 

The first is that effective implementation depends on a degree of embededness in local contexts
to ensure the right actors are involved, they are committed to the process, and the right expertise
is available (including legal and technical expertise), and the CAO acknowledges this (CAO
2015b, p.24). It sees this embededness as critical to avoid dependency on the CAO, and to avoid
exceeding the CAO mandate and resources. The typical approach of putting together a moni-
toring and evaluation team with relevant local actors is therefore likely to be an effective one
when the right people are involved, and subject to the following two points. 

The second lesson is that leverage plays a key role in ensuring that implementation of remedies,
and in some cases the remedies themselves, meet the spirit of an agreement, and not only its
letter. Unanticipated shortcomings in agreed remedies, or challenges in their implementation
can mean that the agreements don’t achieve what all parties intended them to. In the case of
the Sambas agreements (see Box 13 below), part of the reason they were ineffective in meeting
the livelihood needs of the communities is that communities lacked leverage to compel a
stronger engagement and more resourcing from the company or government to make them ef-
fective when it became apparent that the initial agreement was not enough. The CAO seeks to
strengthen communities as part of the problem-solving processes: “What we’re hoping for is
that when we leave, we have a community that is really strengthened in how to negotiate for its
own rights.” 43 While this may occur in some cases, it is by no means a guaranteed outcome,
and capacity needs to be supplemented by leverage in order for effective engagement between
parties through the implementation and monitoring phase. 

The third issue, related to the second, is that though the CAO informally says it will be engaged
until problems are resolved, in the Wilmar case this was not so. Rather, the monitoring and im-
plementation teams in the Sambas case convened until the company had discharged its formal
obligations under the agreement, even though there were evident problems remaining in com-
munities making use of the plasma. In other cases, the CAO has been more proactive in helping
address issues of this kind, such as by providing for independent consultants to assist with tech-
nical challenges of this kind (CAO 2015b, p.21). The CAO is also trying to establish a fund or
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43 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 



similarly earmarked resource through which the IFC could, with the IFC client, address local
development needs arising from particular grievances (CAO 2015b, p.26), an initiative which
could add considerable value to problem-solving processes. This kind of activity, both the at-
tention to the spirit of the agreement and the resourcing of its implementation, should become
a matter of protocol. This would act as a backup in the event that communities lack the leverage
and/or capacity to engage a company on their own. 

LESSON: Even in cases where communities are happy with agreements, there can be challenges
making use of them. Recent CAO initiatives to provide consultants and resources to help effectively
implement problem-solving outcomes are strongly encouraged.

Role of local government
The appropriate role for government in handling individual cases varies. There are many reasons
why the CAO would limit its engagement with local government, including the need to retain
its independence, the threat of mission creep.44 Nonetheless, some role for government in in-
dividual problem-solving cases is critical in order to ensure that agreements comply with rele-
vant laws and regulations, and have the buy-in from actors with authority to ensure
implementation. For this engagement to be effective, the right people with the right authorities
and commitment to the process are critical to its success (CAO 2012a). The extent of appropriate
government involvement in these instances will vary from case to case, sometimes merely being
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Box 13: Problems with plasma as a remedy in Wilmar

All three agreements that were made in the Wilmar case (in Riau, Sajingan Kecil and Senu-
juh) entailed the establishment of a ‘plasma’ arrangement whereby communities manage
an area of (usually established) plantation through a cooperative, and harvest and sell the
fruit to the companies. In all three of these cases, years on from the implementation of the
plasma arrangements, communities are struggling to manage their portion of the planta-
tions. In Senujuh they even struggled to simply establish the cooperative (CAO 2014b). In
Riau, technical problems with the capacity of the community to run the plasma remained,
such that they had experienced a 70% drop in productivity and were struggling to stretch
the remaining 30% to cover operational costs and provide profit for the community mem-
bers (CAO 2012a). These communities are struggling so much they are considering selling
the land they spent so much time and energy claiming back (CAO 2012a). In Sajingan Kecil,
one community member, years after the agreement, stated “[w]e did get our smallholdings
along with a business deal to repay the costs of land clearance and planting, but then the
company provided no follow up. The roads have not been maintained, we can’t get the palm
fruits to the mill and we are just left with unpayable debts” (FPP 2015).

44 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 



kept abreast of developments and others, such as the Jomed mediation model in the Wilmar
case, being more deeply involved (see Box 14).
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45 Interview with CAO staff, Jambi, 21 February 2013.  
46 Interview with CAO staff, Skype, 16 January 2013. 
47 Interview with CAO staff, Skype, 16 January 2013. 
48 Interview with CAO staff, Jambi, 21 Feb 2013. 

Box 14: The Jomed Model

In Jambi, government officials were involved in mediation in a much more intimate way
than any other CAO experience at that time. A ‘Joint-Mediation’ team comprised of CAO-
appointed Indonesian mediators and government, referred to as ‘Jomed’ conducted these
mediations. The team was selected by the provincial government, on the basis of technical
relevance (plantation, forestry and land departments at district and provincial levels) and
past engagement in the case, and had a formal, legal mandate from the Jambi governor.
Government engagement was seen as necessary because of their past efforts to mediate
the dispute and deep involvement in the case. The CAO did not want to ‘take over’, as it
only operates where it has a mandate from all parties.45 In this case, the company, com-
munities and government agreed to ‘merge’ the dispute resolution into the CAO process.
The success of negotiating this model, which all parties agreed was working well (until
Wilmar sold PT AP) was in part attributed to the particular skills of one CAO mediator,
Gamal, who unfortunately passed away while mediation was ongoing.46 The assistance
in provision of resources for mediation, which are lacking in government, was also ap-
pealing to government. The government officials were officially mediators, but in practice
left most of the mediating to the CAO mediators and contributed by providing technical
advice, sharing information, and assisting parties to work through their positions when
stalemates were encountered, as well as learning about mediation, which emerged in our
research as the most significant gain from this process. However, these roles and these
benefits applied only to the two government officials who attended regularly. Nonetheless,
these two officials were optimistic that it could serve as a model for a more permanent
mediation capacity and a culture of mediation as a problem-solving technique in provin-
cial government. Though the sale of PT AP meant there is no way to assess the impact of
Jomed on the overall outcomes in the Jambi case, all parties regarded it as a largely suc-
cessful model, albeit one that would be difficult to replicate. CAO staff explained
“[i]nvolving an additional actor, such as local government, makes a process more com-
plex.” 47 Identifying the right people was agreed by all stakeholders as absolutely key, and
very difficult. CAO staff said you need bureaucrats who are oriented by a vision, and aware
of their responsibilities, and this is rare.48 For government officials, time management is
difficult (and mediations are very time consuming), and they face various pressures that
make it difficult for them to be patient and impartial. 



Our research suggests that the success of government engagement will depend on the particular
people involved, and on utilising an understanding of the positions of individuals and alliances
or other political or administrative groupings within government. The multiple demands placed
on government, and their historical involvement in cases, for example through regulating busi-
nesses, as well as their commitment to uphold land laws and other government policies, led
some observers to conclude that government are part of the problem, more than the solution.

In some cases, close government–community links can actively work against communities (See
Box 15 below). Working with local groups who understand the political dynamics of a local re-
gion, and the personalities in government, is helpful in identifying the ‘right’ people, meaning
those with distance from companies and impartiality, a commitment to the process and to
human rights, and time to invest. 

LESSON: Government involvement in mediation at some level is important to ensure legality and
regulatory compliance. If the ‘right’ government officials can be identified (those with distance
from companies, a commitment to the process and to human rights, and time to invest), and their
engagement can be sensitively handled, government can play an even stronger role in mediations
and benefit from the learning process. Caution is needed to ensure that government engagement
does not distort the human rights orientation of a mediation by introducing other interests.
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Box 15: Government in Halmahera

The PT Weda Bay Nickel case is a good example of the ways in which government can
obstruct human rights processes while it favours corporate activity. Government officials
at all levels and village heads were strongly in favour of the project. Our research suggests
that this is largely because they are optimistic about the development benefits it will bring
to the area. On 27 May 2011 the PT Weda Bay Nickel project was pronounced as being
part of the Master plan for Acceleration and Expansion of Indonesia Economic Develop-
ment. This has increased pressure by government officials on local communities to accept
compensation agreements.

Compliance investigations of IFC/MIGA

Unlike the dispute resolution problem-solving processes, the compliance function of the CAO
fits into more traditional notions of accountability that emphasise transparency and compliance
with agreed-upon standards, in this case the IFC/MIGA’s Performance Standards and other rel-
evant policies. A compliance investigation is usually a back-up option for when a dispute reso-
lution process fails or is rejected, though it can also be triggered by the CAO Vice President,
the World Bank President or IFC Senior Management. Investigations only take place where the
concern is that a violation of these standards and policies might lead to significant adverse social
or environmental impacts (CAO 2013b, p.22).

If an initial appraisal deems this the case, an expert investigation team will be brought together
of experts with “independence and impartiality” (CAO 2013b, p.24). A specific Terms of Ref-
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erence will guide the investigation of the IFC or MIGA’s compliance with its own standards.
Though the investigation may entail site visits, examination of documentation from the project
proponent, and verification of evidence, the emphasis is on the institution’s own decision mak-
ing processes. A draft report is submitted to the IFC/MIGA for comment, and then the report
is finalised and made public once clearance for disclosure is given by the World Bank Group
President.49 The IFC/MIGA then issues an official response, and both that response and the re-
port are submitted to the President, who approves it, and then it is forwarded to the IFC/MIGA
Board and complainants. The CAO has no powers to enforce compliance, but it does keep cases
open and monitors them until it is satisfied the institution has become compliant. 

Mixed record of using compliance investigations
Overall, the CAO demonstrates a mixed record in making use of the compliance function. On
occasion, the CAO Vice President has taken the initiative to use the compliance function to ad-
dress important issues in the absence of a complaint, or alongside the dispute resolution func-
tion, which is not the norm. For example, the compliance function was constructively used
simultaneously with the ombudsman, where findings of major non-compliances triggered an
institution-wide moratorium on palm oil investment and consequent review of the IFC’s frame-
work for palm oil investment (see Box 16). In 2013, the CAO Vice President triggered an in-
vestigation of the IFC’s investments in global financial intermediaries to address issues of
opacity, concerned that existing processes were not doing enough to track and regulate down-
stream social and environmental impacts of such investments. In its most recent Annual Report
(CAO 2015b, p.35), the CAO noted improvements were being made in relation to the recom-
mendations of this investigation, but they remained insufficient, and the case remains in the
monitoring phase. These initiatives represent a constructive use of the compliance function.

49 All compliance investigation reports to date have been made public on the CAO website, but the World Bank President
retains formal authority over clearance for disclosure.

Box 16: Proactive and effective approach to compliance in Wilmar

Unusually for the CAO, the Wilmar complaint was referred to the compliance team at the
same time as the ombudsman team was engaged with it. The final audit report, in June
2009 concluded that the IFC did not meet the requirements of its own Performance Stan-
dards in its Wilmar investments, and it was concluded that the IFC failed to assess the
supply chain of Wilmar as required by those standards (CAO 2009a). The report also ar-
gued that “the adoption of a narrow interpretation of the investment impacts – in full
knowledge of the broader implications – is inconsistent with IFC’s asserted role, a mandate
of reducing poverty and improving lives and commitment to sustainable development”
(CAO 2009a). This was attributed to “commercial pressures” (CAO 2013c). This led to
significant changes with IFC, outlined in Box 20 below. 



However in other respects, the mechanism is under-utilised. Since 2008, the CAO has only in-
vestigated approximately one third of the cases that have been assessed by the compliance team
(CAO 2015b, p.37). The 2015 Annual Report explains “[w]hen cases close at appraisal, it is gen-
erally because the issues in question do not raise the requisite level of concern regarding envi-
ronmental and social outcomes to merit an investigation in accordance with CAO’s Operational
Guidelines” (CAO 2015b, p.32). One of the cases we studied, Weda Bay, fell into the category
of cases closed at appraisal, but our assessment was that the social and environmental risks were
extremely significant, and an appraisal could have been of great value (see Box 17). 
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Box 17: Compliance failures in Weda Bay

In the Weda Bay case, the compliance function of the CAO declined to conduct an audit
of MIGA on the basis that the mining project was only in the exploration phase, and as-
sessments of the kind requested in the complaint were still under way by the company.
This is despite the fact that compensation agreements resulting in the relinquishment of
land rights were already being agreed at this time, and associated social impacts on the
community were already evident. An audit of MIGA’s decision to support the project
would have been worthwhile insofar as it would have generated a) important information
that could be used by community groups to seek redress, and b) discussion around how
negative social impacts had occurred, and how IFC/MIGA should manage social and en-
vironmental risk in the very earliest stages of a project when assessments are not yet com-
plete but business activity is taking place.  IFC Performance Standard 5 on land acquisition
and involuntary resettlement indicates that these standards are applicable in the early
stages of the project. This standard states “[t]he applicability of this Performance Standard
is established during the environmental and social risks and impacts identification
process.” MIGA should have expected PT Weda Bay Nickel to be compliant with the IFC
Performance Standards during the exploration phase of mining, and not only at the be-
ginning of the construction phase. The risks in the first phase can be significant. In fact,
in cases where land acquisition takes place, it is these very early stages that are the most
significant, and this was arguably the point in the Weda Bay mine development at which
an audit could have had the most impact on the social and environmental conditions of
the project. This case strongly suggests that the CAO should take a more proactive ap-
proach to compliance investigations in the early stages of projects.  

LESSON: The impact of compliance investigations on human rights remedy could be enhanced
by a greater willingness to conduct investigations, particularly in the early stages of projects, and
particularly where land acquisition is at stake.

Impact of IFC/MIGA investigations within IFC/MIGA
The CAO reports a “mixed record” in relation to institutional responses to compliance investi-
gations, where action plans have been successful in some cases, but used inconsistently (CAO
2015b, p.34). It reports the most effective responses as those that generate improvements to in-



ternal procedures and practices (CAO 2015b, p.34). Despite its lack of formal enforcement powers,
the CAO has demonstrated a commitment to working hard in other ways to ensure their com-
pliance reports have positive effects within the IFC/MIGA. The 2015 CAO Annual Report is crit-
ical of IFC/MIGA’s response to compliance reports and makes strong calls for greater compliance.

In order to enhance the impact of compliance investigations within the IFC/MIGA the World
Bank President could also consider enhancing the powers of the CAO to compel, rather than
recommend internal IFC/MIGA action plans in response to compliance investigations. How-
ever, the discussion further above about a degree of institutional resistance to the CAO suggests
that a forced approach in this respect may provoke less, rather than more respect for CAO rec-
ommendations, and be less successful than the continued building of relationships of influence. 

LESSON: The CAO should continue to monitor IFC/MIGA’s responses to compliance investigations,
and identify and utilise relationships and avenues of influence to encourage stronger responses.

Jurisdiction of compliance investigations
In practice, when complaints are made by project-affected people, they are typically about the
project proponent’s business activities on the ground, though they may also request the
IFC/MIGA take some responsibility for adverse outcomes. The CAO has a mixed response to
addressing project proponents. They can be voluntarily engaged directly in a dispute resolution
process, but should they decline such a process (as they did in tea) or withdraw (as in Wilmar
in Jambi), the CAO loses its direct leverage over them. The compliance function currently does
not directly address project proponents, but rather only investigates the IFC/MIGA. This means
that a) the only non-compliances that can be raised through this channel for remedial action
are those in IFC/MIGA’s operations, not in those of the project proponent, where the harm
takes place; and b) the principal responses can only alter operations within the IFC/MIGA and
so don’t necessarily have any direct impact on the harms raised in the complaint. 

In order to identify non-compliances in the business activity of project proponents, we suggest
that compliance investigations (triggered in the usual ways) should apply not only to IFC/MIGA
but also to project proponents, as a contractual condition of IFC or MIGA support. This would
mean IFC/MIGA clients could be investigated by the CAO directly for their compliance with
the IFC Performance Standards and other policies. This would require an expansion of the
CAO’s mandate by the World Bank Group.

LESSON: The CAO’s current jurisdiction over project proponents is too limited. Where companies
don’t engage in voluntary problem-solving through the dispute resolution function, there should
be an option for them to be investigated directly by the compliance function. 

Compliance effects on remedy
Perhaps the most significant shortcoming of compliance investigations as currently practiced is
that they have no direct impact on project-level business behaviours and therefore cannot readily
provide remedy for human rights concerns raised in complaints to the CAO. However, this does
not have to be the case. In addition to extending investigations to project-proponents, there are
at least two further steps that could increase the impact of compliance investigations on remedy.
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Firstly, the CAO is currently taking steps to enhance IFC/MIGA’s response to compliance inves-
tigations at the project level through participatory project-level action plans. The CAO has sug-
gested that the Operational Guidelines could include mandatory project-level action plans that
are remedial and participatory, as part of a required IFC/MIGA response to any compliance in-
vestigation, and provides an example where action of this kind has been a success, in Honduras
(CAO 2015b, p.36). Our research strongly supports this suggestion as a way of ensuring that
there is a back-up form of remedy where dispute resolution processes cannot deliver, and where
compliance processes only address improvements to IFC/MIGA processes. Furthermore, we
suggest that such project-level action plans be required not only in IFC/MIGA responses to com-
pliance investigations, but also project-proponent responses to compliance investigations (if the
World Bank Group were to take up our recommendation that such investigations become pos-
sible). It would be particularly important that all stakeholders, but especially affected commu-
nities, contribute to the development of these plans, to ensure they address the relevant concerns,
and can be sustained. The dispute resolution function could potentially play a role in facilitating
the necessary discussion for this to take place, in effect making the dispute resolution function
a more compulsory back-up arrangement in the event that a voluntary process does not remedy
identified problems. However, consideration would need to be given to the impact this might
have on perceptions of the impartiality of this function, and it may be the case that a more inde-
pendent actor would be a more appropriate facilitator of the participatory development of a plan.

Secondly, even if the scope of investigations remained limited to the IFC/MIGA, investigations
generate findings of significance in relation to social and environmental risks. Such compliance
investigations could be brought into dispute resolution processes in order to establish the nature
and scope of particular harms as a starting point for negotiations. This would require compliance
investigations to more regularly be conducted alongside, rather than after, dispute resolution
approaches. Currently, this only happens rarely.

LESSONS: Participatory project-level action plans as required responses to investigations (of both
IFC/MIGA and project proponents), and closer linking of compliance investigations with dispute
resolution processes would increase the impact of compliance investigations on remedy.

Interactions with other grievance mechanisms or avenues

By the time a grievance reaches the CAO, there is a high probability it is already quite serious,
and so complainants, other affected people, supporters of these groups, or other groups with an
interest in the issues at stake may have already submitted or want to submit a parallel complaint
to another grievance body. In all our cases affected people and their supporters were pursuing
multiple avenues at once, and this gives rise to a number of lessons about parallel proceedings. 
Firstly, if a particular project is brought before multiple formalised mechanisms, one way to
handle this is to coordinate to divide the labour of the complaint. From a logistical and resource
perspective for the mechanisms, this is a sensible option. It also has the benefit of enabling the
most qualified and experienced mechanism for a particular task to take that on. For example,
in the Wilmar case the CAO took on the mediations, while the RSPO agreed to take responsi-
bility for addressing systemic issues raised by the complaint to do with land (see Box 18). This
approach can also have the advantage of keeping all parties (company and communities) fo-
cussed on a single process and thereby reduces the risk of division within communities, or the
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undermining of processes that are working well. However, as different mechanisms or channels
for redress do not have relations of mutual accountability, the deferral of some tasks to weaker
or more ineffective mechanisms can result in certain issues not being adequately addressed. 
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Box 18: CAO and RSPO in the Wilmar Case

In the Wilmar case, parallel complaints were made to both the CAO and the RSPO about
the company. As the RSPO’s grievance handling procedure was only in embryonic form
at that time, it deferred to existing mediations in Riau and Jambi, and then CAO processes
in Jambi (when the previous mediation failed) and Sambas. The efforts of the CAO and
the RSPO demonstrate something of a division of labour, whereby the CAO handled the
individual cases because of its superior resourcing and expertise in dispute resolution,
while the RSPO was responsible for addressing the systemic issues because of its reach
across business and government in the sector. This is a sensible way to address the com-
plexities of individual and systemic change in palm oil, as it ensures an efficient use of re-
sources, and targeted use of the different forms of leverage and legitimacy each
organisation enjoys. However, the RSPO has also been criticised for failing to enact any
consequences for Wilmar’s certification as a result of these complaints, despite the exten-
sive documentation of rights grievances in their plantations. Furthermore, there is little
evidence of the RSPO’s work on systemic human rights issues, such as FPIC, having ‘on-
the-ground’ impact, with effects so far being limited to ‘lesson learning’ (McCarthy 2012).

The second lesson about engaging multiple mechanisms is that this can have varying effects on
leverage, and these need to be carefully considered and monitored by all parties. On the one hand,
the engagement of multiple mechanisms in a single case can compel all parties (particularly com-
panies) to take a process seriously. Some participants in our research suggested the RSPO rela-
tionships had this effect on Wilmar’s engagement in the CAO problem-solving processes (see
Box 18). However, it can also work in the converse manner, reducing the leverage of the commu-
nities by removing the threat of taking the company through a different process. Other participants
in our research took this view of the relationship between the RSPO and CAO processes in the
Wilmar case: the RSPO was ineffective in bringing about company-wide changes that had on-
the-ground impact but the CAO was not mandated to follow up on those systemic issues, and
this meant Wilmar was not forced to make any changes across its company-wide activities. 

The third lesson is that community groups and their supporters need to make strategic and in-
formed decisions not only about whether or not to pursue the CAO over or alongside other
mechanisms, but also how the CAO will interact with other processes. The CAO assessment
process is designed to ensure that complainants are fully informed about what the dispute res-
olution function can offer in order to make a decision, but they are ‘agnostic’ about whether or
not complainants should choose a dispute resolution process over other options, including the



law.50 The dispute resolution function also has a preference not to interfere with processes that
are already ongoing if all parties are finding those processes worthwhile, such as in the Wilmar
case when they supported two mediations that were already ongoing at the time of the assess-
ment.51 To a degree, therefore, the ombudsman team is open-minded about how its own
processes might interact with other ongoing processes. However, as discussed above, once a
problem-solving process begins, because it is cooperative, parties are discouraged from going
outside the process to mobilise publicly or enter other formalised processes, and this can be a
limitation if the company is not engaging meaningfully in the CAO process.

Finally, the problem-solving approach of the CAO ombudsman function can have the unin-
tended consequences of foreclosing other options for communities once an agreement is made.
For example, in Senujuh and Sajingan Kecil, the Wilmar subsidiaries have been assessed by the
monitoring and evaluation committee as having disclosed their obligations to the communities
by fulfilling the requirements of the agreements that were reached in mediation. However, two
problems remain. Firstly, these cases – like many others – involve conflicting rights, such that
to have a livelihood provided by a plasma arrangement required, in practice, the relinquishment
of other land rights to the company for the bulk of the corporate plantation. The second is that
even with this arrangement, the communities’ livelihoods are still vulnerable and unsatisfactory.
Having agreed to this arrangement, though, the communities are in a difficult position if they
want to demand more from the company. 

Our research found varying degrees of knowledge and understanding of how the CAO would
interact with other avenues for pursuing grievances. In some instances, communities were able
to mobilise leverage in their favour, as when the RSPO relationships encouraged greater en-
gagement with the Sambas Wilmar mediations. In other cases, communities and their support-
ers expressed regret that they had made certain choices, in particular agreeing not to engage in
public campaigning when it became clear they had no leverage in the Jambi case, or agreeing
to the plasma arrangements in Sambas. This suggests that there is a need for greater capacity
building among civil society groups to help communities make the best decisions about engag-
ing, or not engaging, multiple mechanisms. 

LESSON: Interactions between mechanisms can work for or against complainants, and informed
decisions with attention to possible future consequences of various channels are essential.

Contribution to broader human rights fulfilment

Many drivers of recurring human rights issues, as well as recurring company-community dis-
putes, are beyond the direct control of the IFC/MIGA and the CAO. Such drivers are inherently
political in character, often being linked to wider social conflicts over distributions of the risks
and rewards of private-sector led development projects. This was the case in all three of the
case studies for this research: palm oil and tea as major agribusiness sectors, and extractives in
the Weda Bay case. 
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50 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012. 
51 Interview with CAO staff, CAO Office, Washington DC, 20 June 2012.



The CAO’s mandate is to address individual grievances through problem-solving, and if need
be or if that fails, the IFC/MIGA’s compliance with its social and environmental policies and
standards. Its only formal mandate in relation to addressing these more complex underlying
drivers of human rights issues pertains to triggering change within the IFC/MIGA, not outside
it. The CAO is understandably wary of ‘mission creep’ in this respect, but nonetheless does, at
times, take proactive steps to engage in underlying issues. 

The approach taken by the CAO in this respect is one of engaging a broad group of stakeholders
that collectively contribute to shaping the social, political and economic nature of a given sector.
These include government, the private sector, civil society and academia, and engagement can
take various forms, such as dialogues, consultations, advice-seeking or bringing in new actors
who are better positioned to work on big issues (see Box 19 on Nicaragua). Without an engage-
ment with these various groups, it would not be possible to influence the drivers of human
rights issues, such as gaps or disadvantages in the law (e.g. poor land rights provisions for in-
digenous people), a lack of accountability in certain market structures (e.g. a lack of leverage in
opaque financial markets), cultural norms in a given sector (e.g. using fire as a land clearing
method in palm oil), and imbalances in relations of power between companies and communi-
ties. Our research supports this approach, and in the case of the CAO, suggests that more work
of this kind would enhance its capacity to contribute to human rights fulfilment. 
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Box 19: Chronic Kidney Disease in Nicaragua

In 2008, the CAO received a complaint about Nicaraguan sugar company Nicaragua Sugar
Estates Limited, regarding, among other things, the health impacts of sugar cane burning,
particularly its connection to Chronic Kidney Disease. This case ultimately led to collab-
orations between a broad range of actors, including Boston University School of Public
Health, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Pan American Health
Organisation to conduct research into the problem, and support people affected by the
disease (CAO 2015b, p.25). CAO staff explained that the CAO “knocked on lots of doors”
to assemble a group of organisations with a more appropriate mandate for addressing this
big-picture issue to ensure it didn’t get lost.52

Working with IFC/MIGA
The CAO has an explicit mandate to work toward systemic change within the IFC/MIGA. For-
mally, this takes place primarily through the advisory function, which is mandated to take gen-
eral lessons on particular themes or sectors from its case load to generate ‘lessons learnt’
products, such as memoranda, notes, case studies, workshops and reports, to enhance
IFC/MIGA’s understanding of some of the key drivers of grievances, complaints and disputes
in its projects (CAO 2015b, p.40). They may be public or only internal. Advisory projects are
triggered by the CAO Vice President, or upon request from the President and/or IFC senior
management, at which time a terms of reference will be developed for comment by IFC/MIGA



(CAO 2013b, p.28). Advice is monitored annually via the Management Action Tracking Record,
described above, and through internal surveys (CAO 2013b, p.29).53 As such, the advisory func-
tion is not so much regulatory as it is capacity building for the Institution. 

To date, only a handful of publicly available advisory studies have been undertaken, including
reviews of internal IFC/MIGA procedures on social and environmental impacts, including in
relation to specific sectors (extractives), project-level reporting, guides on developing and im-
plementing grievance mechanisms at the project level, and preventing and managing conflicts
over water, and a recent report on lessons learnt about land disputes.54
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53 Further detail on this system was shared via email by CAO staff, October 2016.
54 See http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/howwework/advisor/index.html
55 Interview with CAO staff, Skype, 16 January 2013. 
56 Advisory services entail the provision of IFC’s “technical and financing knowledge, expertise, and tools” to private
sector actors to create markets, unlock financial opportunities and strengthen the development impact of private sector
activity. See http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/CORP_EXT_Content/IFC_External_
Corporate_Site/Solutions/Products+and+Services/Advisory. Part of the IFC’s work in palm oil comes under the Biodi-
versity and Agricultural Commodities Program, formed in 2005 and operated in conjunction with RSPO in the palm
oil component of the program. The program works with “producers, traders and purchasers, and financial institutions”
to “create an enabling environment that generates incentives for greater supply, demand, and financing of biodiversity-
friendly agricultural commodities” in palm oil, cocoa and soy. See
http://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/RegProjects_Ext_Content/IFC_External_Corporate_Site/BACP/Commodi-
ties/Palm+Oil/ for further information. 

Box 20: Significant Effects on Palm Oil Investment within IFC

The compliance audit of the IFC triggered by the Wilmar complaints led to a moratorium
on palm oil investment applied to the entire World Bank Group, a review by the
institution of its involvement in the sector, and a subsequent new framework for the
World Bank Group’s investment in palm oil. In addition to triggering this process via the
audit, the CAO played a role as an observer in the consultation process on the framework,
and then provided additional non-public feedback on a draft.55 This process led to a
change in the IFC procedure for processing all single commodity trade finance (CAO
2016), and more specific changes in palm oil. In addition to the new investment
framework, the CAO has also noted that the IFC has also developed a more collaborative
approach to implementation of the framework, which entails greater stakeholder
engagement, more guidance for staff who screen and assess investment applications to
encourage more attention to the issues raised in the audit report, and greater monitoring
and evaluation (CAO 2013c). IFC also established an Advisory Services Program in
Indonesia that includes engagement with RSPO, and three thematic advisory projects,
covering benefit sharing, smallholder strengthening, and demonstration of the operational
benefits of sustainable practices (IFC 2013c).56 These represent significant procedural
changes within the Institution, however their ‘on-the-ground’ impacts are as yet unclear.
At the time of writing the IFC website shows two Advisory projects underway relating to
palm oil in Indonesia, but the ‘development results’ of these projects, intended to provide
quantitative indicators of amounts spent, and number of people reached by these
activities were ‘not available’ (IFC 2016a, 2016b). At the time of writing, no IFC
investments in palm oil had been made since the introduction of the Framework.



The CAO is trying to attend to the need for greater institutional learning through an increased
use of the advisory function and other initiatives. One of the most significant of these is the use
of the compliance function to address major issues, including through program-level investi-
gations, where the compliance function would investigate entire programs, such as the financial
markets audit of 2012 (CAO 2012b). Compliance investigations, unlike advisory reports, require
a response from the IFC/MIGA and can therefore be a more effective tool for change. In the
case of Wilmar, the compliance audit had particularly significant effects across the World Bank
Group, and especially within the IFC (See Box 20 below). The CAO also regularly seeks advice
from stakeholders about how to best influence the IFC/MIGA (CAO 2015b, p.44).

The effects of these combined efforts have been mixed, and depend on a combination of the
CAO’s ability to place them appropriately within the institution, and the extent to which
IFC/MIGA staff see them as being of value. Continued work in identifying and using avenues
of the influence within the IFC/MIGA will be crucial for the CAO’s work to have impact beyond
individual cases.

LESSON: The CAO takes initiative to bring about change within the IFC/MIGA, including and
beyond the advisory function, and should continue to develop its work in this area so that more
of its work is as effective in bringing about internal change as the Wilmar case was.

Working with private sector actors
The CAO, in its current operations, is not well situated to influence systemic change across a par-
ticular client company’s business activities, because the dispute resolution processes are site-spe-
cific, and the compliance process does not directly investigate business, and so the CAO lacks any
leverage to trigger such change. For example, in the Wilmar case, rather than influence Wilmar to
adopt a company-wide change in its land acquisition and management processes, the CAO engaged
in three specific mediations, while other Wilmar plantations in Indonesia have unaddressed com-
plaints. In the tea case, some have reported to us that the CAO complaint led quite directly to a se-
ries of responses from two companies (APPL and Tata) in the form of several commissioned
reports and audits to investigate living and working conditions on the named tea estates, and to
make some small changes on estates in response, but no widespread changes to the fundamental
issues raised in the complaint have occurred. A problem-solving approach may be beneficial in
individual cases because of its flexibility, but it is not good at leading to widespread change. Any
company-wide change depends on the initiative of the company to take up lessons learnt from a
particular site and translate them across their other business activities.

The CAO’s capacity to influence change at the sector-wide level in particular business circles is
similarly limited. The Wilmar case is illustrative here. The CAO sought to actively disseminate
the lessons learnt from the Wilmar case to other business (and civil society) actors in the sector
via the RSPO, where mediators made presentations about the case. These efforts have focussed
primarily on disseminating lessons about dispute resolution, rather than substantive human
rights issues such as FPIC. The CAO’s advisory work on establishing grievance mechanisms is
another example of this kind, directed at the private sector. However, the uptake of these lessons
is dependent upon the CAO’s or, more accurately, the IFC/MIGA’s influence and leverage at
the sectoral level, which in turn is largely dependent on the market conditions, which in palm
oil do not currently grant the IFC any position of power. As at the individual case level, the
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CAO’s leverage to effect change in the private sector more broadly is dependent on the
IFC/MIGA’s market leverage. Nonetheless, the CAO’s willingness to take up opportunities for
dissemination of lessons where available is commendable and should continue.

LESSON: The CAO’s emphasis on voluntary problem-solving in site-specific cases, and inability
to investigate private sector clients of IFC/MIGA limits possibilities for influencing broader change
across a company’s operations. The CAO’s capacity to effect change at the sectoral level is also lim-
ited by the IFC/MIGA’s market leverage.

Working with host governments
Governments are crucially important actors in the pursuit of more systemic human rights ful-
filment, yet the relationship between the CAO and host governments is a complicated one, with
some opportunities for positive interactions, and many challenges. 

The first important lesson to emerge from this research is that governments can sometimes be un-
willing and/or unable to work towards systemic human rights goals, and this generates inherent
limitations to what the CAO can do. An inability on the part of government to contribute to human
rights goals can arise from a lack of resources, complex legal and regulatory hurdles that need sig-
nificant reform, or sympathisers in some branches of government coming up against resistance
from others. A lack of willingness can arise from conflicts between arms of government (based on
party affiliations, ethnic differences or ‘turf wars’), corruption and patrimonialism, close alliances
between government and companies, or governmental views that prioritise the anticipated benefits
of economic growth over human rights. In other cases, challenges working with government go
beyond a lack of ability or willingness, and speak more generally to broader complexities, such as
in post-conflict states, or emerging democracies. Government can also be imbricated in the prob-
lems at stake, without necessarily holding bad intentions in relation to human rights, for example
by being responsible for land licencing that disadvantages communities. 

One particular form of resistance from government to cooperation with the CAO (and indeed
other transnational actors, especially IFIs), is the deployment of discourses of sovereignty and
a suspicion of undue interference in national affairs. The CAO has to delicately manage these
relationships, which can also be mediated by IFC/MIGA’s presence in a given country, and re-
lationships with government officials there. 

In cases where government is unable or unwilling to work towards human rights goals, the CAO
still has some options to make use of the lessons learnt from its work in the pursuit of broader
change. In particular these include:

The CAO could engage in dissemination of lessons learnt from their cases to local gov-•
ernment as a matter of course, in the form of workshops or written reports.

In cases where there CAO has constructive working relationship with government, or•
at least with some arms of government, the CAO (in its capacity as independent of
IFC/MIGA) may consider convening or co-convening (with government) policy fo-
rums to bring relevant government actors into dialogue on identified policy issues or
blockages of particular importance to prevention of disputes in the sector.
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In cases where governments are willing but unable to address systemic problems, the•
CAO could draw on its expertise and networks in development, as it did in the
Nicaraguan sugar case, to bring other experts and resources to bear on helping gov-
ernments deal with complex issues. As the IFC deals with the private sector, it may be
appropriate to draw on relationships with other development bodies in and beyond the
World Bank Group instead or as well.  

These important limitations on the CAO’s work suggest that complainants and their civil society
supporters should continue to think about other strategies to pressure local governments to
change relevant laws and regulations, as well as using international mechanisms like the CAO,
which can only ever be one part of the puzzle.

LESSON: Though there are some ways in which the CAO can work with government to address
the underlying drivers of recurring human rights issues, these are limited, and complainants and
their civil society supporters should continue to pursue various other avenues to address these big-
picture issues.

Working with civil society
Though its official mandate is to focus primarily on individual problem-solving process, com-
pliance of the IFC/MIGA and institutional learning within the IFC/MIGA, the CAO regularly
engages in dialogue and communication with outside groups, though predominantly on the
methodological issues associated with accountability and dispute resolution. Some of these ac-
tivities are described above, where we discussed how the CAO engages in reflexive and consul-
tative practice in relation to its operations. Other external engagement activities tend to focus on
accountability and remedy practices more generally, such as events with other IFIs, at the annual
the UN Business and Human Rights Forum, or civil society or academic conferences and forums
(CAO 2015b, p.49). The CAO is also regularly called on by other accountability mechanisms to
provide advice and guidance on institutional design and practice. The CAO is widely perceived
as the ‘gold standard’ in the provision of independent accountability in international development,
and is also widely recognised as a leader in community-corporate dialogue. The CAO’s leadership
in these areas and willingness to engage in critical dialogue on these matters is commendable.

In relation to change on systemic human rights issues that arise in grievances, such as land
rights or workers’ rights, (as opposed to methods for handling disputes) the CAO’s record on
external engagement is more limited. The CAO tends to take an approach of keeping individual
cases quite confidential while processes are ongoing. Once a case is closed, it publishes close-
out reports that may include lessons learnt (as in Wilmar), but focuses on the lessons learnt for
grievance handling. The advisory reports can draw out systemic issues, but they are addressed
predominantly to internal IFC/MIGA personnel. The unpacking of lessons learnt about systemic
barriers to human rights fulfilment can, as we saw above, sometimes be translated to business,
civil society and government audiences more broadly through relationships, such as shared
membership of multi-stakeholder initiatives like the RSPO, and this can be effective where it
works. However, as discussed above, there are significant limitations to what the CAO can do
with business and government stakeholders. 

Our research suggests that more engagement with civil society actors could augment the impact
of the CAO’s work in terms of impacting systemic change. Unlike business and government actors,
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civil society actors are generally willing and able (if sufficiently resourced) to tackle problems of
systemic barriers to human rights head on. Though they may disagree with each-other and/or
with the CAO’s approach, civil society actors are uniquely positioned to start and sustain dialogue
on these issues, and this capacity could be better utilised by the CAO to enhance its impact. For
example, in the tea case, the CAO complaints appear to have interacted with broader worker and
trade union mobilisation, as well as media coverage of the complaints, to at least support increased
public awareness of labour issues on tea estates, and generate some increased pressure on the
company to make small concessions in the short term. More public discussion by the CAO directly
on human rights issues could contribute to more, and more significant effects of these kinds. 

One factor that has influenced limitations on the CAO’s civil society engagement is that the CAO
has mixed relationships with civil society groups. Some are able to work constructively with the
CAO, while others are very critical of the CAO’s work, predominantly of the CAO’s unwillingness
to take more steps to balance power between parties (see above). From the CAO’s perspective,
this is unfair: “When we talk with NGOs in the field – I encourage them to judge us on the basis
of our mandate and Terms of Reference and what we can do, rather than what they wish our
mandate was. I may or may not agree with them about their recommendations for mandate –
they should send a letter to World Bank president by all means to make those arguments– but
to say the CAO has failed because we didn’t do things outside our mandate is not helpful.” 57

Though some groups may forever be critical of the CAO, there remains significant scope for
the CAO to broaden its engagement with more sympathetic groups, and to carve out more of a
position for itself in the civil society landscape (which will always be characterised by disagree-
ment). There are two particular ways in which this could take place. The first is that grievance
handling could instigate more structured conversations with civil society groups not only about
CAO operations, but about the lessons learnt about human rights issues in its cases. If such con-
versations were based broadly on the CAO’s case load, they could have the effect of arming civil
society groups with information that can bolster the credibility of existing work on those issues,
and/or contribute to improved understanding of the nature of those issues. These conversations
need not target specific companies and so need not be seen as compromising the CAO’s im-
partiality in any cases. In other words, these conversations could be based around existing (but
more frequent) advisory work, but be oriented more to external audiences than the IFC/MIGA.

The second possibility for the CAO to enhance its engagement with civil society to help address
systemic human rights issues would be for the CAO to establish and maintain an embedded
local presence in the countries where it works. This would be resource intensive, but the benefits
could be significant. One of the most significant findings of this research is that remedy and
long-term change can only take place when processes engage local knowledge, local actors and
local solutions. A sustained presence in each country could ensure that lessons from each case
are translated to other civil society actors for broader use. This might take the form, for example,
of consolidating and expanding networks of consultants to include human rights organisations
and having regular forums in which case lessons can be shared and relationships built. Some of
these might be specific to high-risk sectors or issues (such as palm oil, tea or FPIC). This would
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complement any efforts towards a recommendation made earlier in our report about support
for local civil society groups to work with communities to access, endure and make good use
of a CAO process. It could also have the benefit of enabling access to experts that could help
the CAO understand the context and nature of local complaints as it engages in each new case.

A closer working relationship with civil society groups could potentially trigger backlash from
the IFC/MIGA and the business community. Mitigating this risk will require sensitive handling
of civil society relationships, and an equal effort to engage with the IFC/MIGA and business
circles, as advocated above.

LESSON: Working more closely with civil society on substantive issues could enhance the impact
of the CAO’s work on broader human rights fulfilment. This could be achieved by instigating reg-
ular dialogues with civil society on key issues, particularly in the countries where IFC/MIGA sup-
ported projects are located. Though this may risk backlash from the IFC/MIGA, it is an approach
that should be worked towards over time.

Conclusion 
Overall, the CAO ultimately made little tangible difference to human rights outcomes in these
cases. This is partly attributable to factors outside the CAO’s mandate and beyond the reach of
its leverage, but also to operational decisions within the control of the CAO. This suggests there
is some potential for the CAO to make a greater contribution to human rights remedy in its
work. Though there was a lack of identifiable positive impact in the cases we studied, it is our
assessment that in many respects, the general orientation and conduct of the CAO makes it one
of the most promising of all available non-judicial grievance mechanisms at helping commu-
nities in meaningful ways, under certain circumstances. If the limitations of the CAO can be
kept in mind, and some changes made to its operations in line with the lessons raised in this
report, the CAO could become more effective at providing human rights remedy for people af-
fected by IFC/MIGA supported projects who make an informed decision to use it and have the
strong support of NGOs.
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Appendix 1: IFC Performance Standards
The IFC and MIGA are required to conduct due diligence on all potential clients to ensure they
adhere to the IFC Performance Standards. The standards are among the most detailed and com-
prehensive in the financing sector, and formed the basis of the Equator Principles, which are
the pre-eminent voluntary social and environmental standards for private sector financing. The
CAO compliance function investigates compliance with these standards, and they can be rele-
vant to dispute resolution processes if all parties in a problem-solving process agree to use them,
for example as minimum standards for an agreement, however they do not have to and often,
in practice, do not play a role in the dispute resolution processes. 

The standards include:

Performance Standard 1: Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social•
Risks and Impacts 

Performance Standard 2: Labor and Working Conditions •

Performance Standard 3: Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention •

Performance Standard 4: Community Health, Safety, and Security •

Performance Standard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement •

Performance Standard 6: Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Management of•
Living Natural Resources 

Performance Standard 7: Indigenous Peoples •

Performance Standard 8: Cultural Heritage•
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